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WEF by 2030 You’ll own nothing And you’ll be happy
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The World Economic Forum’s 2030 agenda includes the strangely ominous dictum that you will

“own nothing and be happy.” The unstated implication is that the world’s resources will be owned

and controlled by the technocratic elite, and you’ll have to pay for the temporary use of absolutely

everything.

Nothing will actually belong to you. All items and resources are to be used by the collective, while

actual ownership is restricted to an upper stratum of social class. Just how will this imposed

serfdom make you happy?

Again, the unstated implication is that lack of ownership is a convenience — they’re just making

your life easier. Rent a pot and then return it. You don’t need storage space! Imagine the freedom!

They even promise the convenience of automatic drone delivery straight to your door.

ArtiNcial intelligence — which is siphoning your data about every aspect of your existence through

nearly every piece of technology and appliance you own — will run your life, predicting your every

mood and desire, catering to your every whim. Ah, the luxury of not having to make any decisions!

Planned Theft Under the Cover of a Pandemic

This is the mindset they’re trying to program into you. As just one example, in a mid-November

2020 video announcement, Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said:

“This pandemic has provided an opportunity for a reset. This is our chance to accelerate

our pre-pandemic efforts to re-imagine economic systems that actually address global

challenges like extreme poverty, inequality and climate change.”

Some, however, are starting to realize that these narratives of “building back better” and “resetting”

the economy to ensure “equity” are proverbial mouse traps. Once you bite the cheese, you’ll be

stuck, robbed of your freedom forevermore.

In the video above, author Douglas Kruger explains why freedom is impossible without the right to

private ownership. The technocratic elite of course do not want you to understand the real-world

ramiNcations of what they have planned, which is why they try to sell this diabolical idea as

something that will beneNt society and Nnally make life fair for everyone. It’s an attractive narrative,

but a dangerous fantasy to buy into. As noted November 16, 2020, by National File:

“… Trudeau suggested the COVID-19 virus provided an ‘opportunity for a reset … to re-

imagine economic systems.’ This was taken as an endorsement of a World Economic

Forum plan to concentrate most private property in the hands of Big Tech mega-

corporations.

The ‘Great Reset’ plan involves a collaboration between national governments and

international bodies to ‘reset capitalism’ with an integrated transnational technocratic

welfare/surveillance state by the year 2030 …

WEF member corporations and government partners would accomplish the ‘reset’ by using

economic policy to virtually abolish individual property and concentrate nearly all wealth in

the hands of international mega-corporations.

The idea would be to leverage the welfare state and gig economy to replace the economic

status quo of individual ownership with one where the majority of individual needs are

rented instead.”

Learn to Recognize the Great Reset Catchphrases

The WEF’s 2030 agenda is part and parcel of what is now advertised as The Great Reset,  a plan

that originated in something called the Global Redesign Initiative, drafted by the WEF in the wake of

the 2008 economic crisis. The Transnational Institute’s website describes the initiative as “multi-

stakeholderism” as a “new form of global governance.”

On a side note, as I was entering the Transnational Institute reference, I noticed the URL included

the words “taxonomy term backup delete later.” I don’t know if that means anything, but I archived

the page just in case. Other terms and slogans that describe various facets of this global takeover

agenda include:

The Fourth Industrial Revolution, which is part of the transhumanist movement.  In the video

above, WEF founder Klaus Schwab describes these plans

Building Back Better

The Green New Deal

“Equity”

Stakeholder capitalism

In recent days, we’ve seen a slew of world leaders come out in lockstep to denounce capitalism,

saying we need “stakeholder capitalism.” Among them is House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, who

September 17, 2021, spoke out against capitalism at a meeting in London.

"In America, capitalism is our system, it is our economic system, but it has not served our

economy as well as it should,” she said. "So what we want to do is not depart from that, but

to improve it.

You cannot have a system where the success of some springs from the exploitation of the

workers and springs from the exploitation of the environment and the rest, and we have to

correct that."

President Biden is the Nrst U.S. president to embrace stakeholder capitalism by name,  and leading

Democrats, including Vice-President Kamala Harris and Sen. Elizabeth Warren, have presented

policy proposals that would write stakeholder capitalism into law.

What Is Stakeholder Capitalism?

But just what is stakeholder capitalism? If it’s fairer and makes everyone more prosperous than the

shareholder capitalist system we currently have, shouldn’t we all support it? The problem is that the

way it’s described is not how it actually works in the real world. It sounds great in theory, but the

end result is not going to beneNt the average person.

As reported by Ivan Wecke on Open Democracy, in an article titled “Conspiracy Theories Aside,

There Is Something Fishy About the Great Reset”:

“The set of conspiracy theories around the Great Reset are nebulous and hard to pin down,

but piecing them together gives us something like this: the Great Reset is the global elite’s

plan to instate a communist world order by abolishing private property while using COVID-

19 to solve overpopulation and enslaving what remains of humanity with vaccines.

Intrigued … I decided to Znd out what the WEF’s Great Reset plan was really about. At the

heart of conspiracy theories are supposed secret agendas and malicious intent.

While these may be absent from the WEF’s Great Reset initiative, what I found was

something almost as sinister hiding in plain sight. In fact, more sinister because it’s real

and it’s happening now. And it involves things as fundamental as our food, our data and our

vaccines.

The magic words are ‘stakeholder capitalism’, a concept that WEF chairman Klaus Schwab

has been hammering for decades and which occupies pride of place in the WEF’s Great

Reset plan from June 2020.

The idea is that global capitalism should be transformed so that corporations no longer

focus solely on serving shareholders but become custodians of society by creating value

for customers, suppliers, employees, communities and other ‘stakeholders.’

The way the WEF sees stakeholder capitalism being carried out is through a range of ‘multi-

stakeholder partnerships’ bringing together the private sector, governments and civil

society across all areas of global governance.

The idea of stakeholder capitalism and multi-stakeholder partnerships might sound warm

and fuzzy, until we dig deeper and realize that this actually means giving corporations more

power over society, and democratic institutions less.”

Stakeholder Capitalism Increases the Power of Corporations

The Global Redesign Initiative, which served as the basis for the Great Reset, has been described as

“the most comprehensive proposal for redesigning global governance since the formulation of the

United Nations during World War II.”  So, this is no minor tweak. It’s a complete overhaul of how we

do business and govern nations, not only in the U.S. but globally.

In this multi-stakeholder model, government is just one stakeholder among many. Other

stakeholders that would have to be taken into account include nongovernmental organizations such

as the WEF itself and multinational corporations. In other words, these other stakeholders will have

a say in how nations are governed.

Notice that world leaders will stress that the stakeholders include the environment and workers.

The truth, however, is that the needs and desires of workers and the natural world are hardly at the

center of this model. As explained by Wecke:

“Instead of corporations serving many stakeholders, in the multi-stakeholder model of

global governance, corporations are promoted to being o^cial stakeholders in global

decision-making, while governments are relegated to being one of many stakeholders.

In practice, corporations become the main stakeholders, while governments take a

backseat role, and civil society is mainly window dressing.”

Stakeholder Capitalism Is Taking Over by Stealth

Wecke points out that this multi-stakeholder ecosystem has already been implemented and is

expanding with each passing day. It’s not something that they’re proposing to implement in the

future. Instead, they’re basically just telling us now what they’ve been doing for years already.

“Multi-stakeholder groups have spread across all sectors of the global governance system,” Wecke

says, noting there are already “more than 45 global multi-stakeholder groups that set standards and

establish guidelines and rules in a range of areas.”

These groups, which have no democratic accountability, consist of large multinational corporations,

which recruit insiders within government, civil society and educational institutions. Together, they

claim to solve all sorts of problems that plague society.

Essentially, they believe they know what’s best for everyone, and without having been elected to

speak and act on our behalf, they are making unilateral decisions that will dictate how we live, grow

and prosper.

“ Since the first quarter of 2020, we’ve already
gotten a taste of what the Great Reset will mean for
public health. It’s basically founded on the premise
that we live in a biosecurity state, where these
unelected ‘stakeholders’ decide what is best for us,
regardless of how we feel about it.”

As just one example of a multi-stakeholder “ecosystem” that is already up and running is the

COVAX initiative, the aim of which is to accelerate the rollout of COVID-19 vaccines. This initiative

was created by two multi-stakeholder groups, GAVI and the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness

Innovations (CEPI), in partnership with the World Health Organization and funded by governments.

GAVI and CEPI are both tied to the WEF, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and a long list of drug

companies. As noted by Wecki, while governments are funding the COVAX initiative, corporate-

centered coalitions (GAVI and CEPI) are overseeing and reaping the proNts from the work.

We’ve already been given a glimpse of the core problem with this system, which is that it’s entirely

proNt-driven. In 2020, South Africa and India sought to lift intellectual property rules on COVID-19

vaccine technologies to boost manufacturing in developing countries. GAVI, Gates himself and the

drug industry strongly opposed, as you’d expect they would.

Why? Because public health is not their prime incentive or motivation. ProNt is. ProNt is their main

interest, and as a primary “stakeholder,” their interests must be weighed against other stakeholder

interests, such as people’s want and desire to not get sick and die. And, well, they’re at the center of

the power structure, so guess whose interest wins, and will always win?

Stakeholder Capitalism Will Destroy Freedom

Wecke describes multi-stakeholderism as “the WEF’s update of multilateralism,” which is the

system by which nations of the world are currently working together. At the core is the United

Nations.

So far, this system is still democratic, at least in theory, as elected leaders are the ones brought

together to make global decisions. The problem we’re facing is that the stakeholder capitalism now

proposed is not going to deepen democracy but rather eliminate it altogether.

Its design sidelines governments and places unelected stakeholders, primarily transnational

corporations, in the driver’s seat, giving them ultimate authority to make decisions for the world as

a whole, which is precisely what we’ve increasingly started to experience during this pandemic. As

explained by Wecke:

“Put bluntly, multi-stakeholder partnerships are public-private partnerships on the global

stage. And they have real-world implications for the way our food systems are organized,

how big tech is governed and how our vaccines and medicines are distributed.”

We’re in for a Medical Reset as Well

Since the Nrst quarter of 2020, we’ve already gotten a taste of what The Great Reset will mean for

public health. It’s basically founded on the premise that we live in a biosecurity state, where these

unelected “stakeholders” decide what is best for us, regardless of how we feel about it.

For example, hospitals around the U.S. are all instructed to use the deadliest COVID treatments

imaginable, and doctors who defy the guidance and actually do what is best for their patients are

having their medical licenses threatened. Merely speaking out about effective COVID treatments

will put a bullseye on a physician’s back.

In countries everywhere, people are told COVID shots are the only way forward, and vaccine

passports — once derided as a paranoid conspiracy theory — are being implemented. Who made

these decisions? No one is admitting the real source of these lockstep decisions, but we can be

sure they’re coming from a central hub, run by people no one ever voted into power.

Around the world, a twisted mind game is being played out, where world leaders are now telling us

that vaccine passports are our “ticket to freedom,” completely ignoring the fact that our freedom is

not, and cannot be, predicated on our medical choices.

Trudeau, for example, recently stated that vaccine passports are “all about” letting you know that “if

you’ve done the right things, you get to be safe” wherever you go.  And those who refuse to do “the

right thing,” well, they simply aren’t entitled to those same “freedoms.”

Rebel News
@RebelNewsOnline

Justin Trudeau says that vaccine passports are "all about" 
rewarding certain freedoms to people who have "done the 
right thing"— and that those who "still resist" simply won't 
get to enjoy those same freedoms.

Help us fight this twisted tyranny: 
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The Great Reset Is Accelerating Into Global Tyranny
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola " Fact Checked

The World Economic Forum’s 2030 agenda includes the dictum that you will “own nothing and be happy.” The unstated implication is that the world’s

resources will be owned and controlled by the technocratic elite, and you’ll have to pay for the temporary use of everything

#

The WEF’s 2030 agenda is part of what is now advertised as The Great Reset#

Also part of The Great Reset is the transition from shareholder capitalism to “stakeholder capitalism,” which world leaders claim will provide “equity”

for all

#

In reality, stakeholder capitalism destroys freedom and shifts power over nations from elected governments to private corporations and other

unelected “stakeholders” such as the WEF

#

Since the Nrst quarter of 2020, we’ve already gotten a taste of what The Great Reset will mean for public health. The basic premise is that of a

biosecurity state, where unelected “stakeholders” decide what is best for everyone

#
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“You will OWN NOTHING, and you will be HAPPY” | Douglas Kruger
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That the disease countermeasures we currently see for COVID-19 won’t end with COVID-19 is clear.

Already, President Biden has signed an executive order adding measles to the list of diseases for

which a person can be quarantined and/or forced to self-isolate “to protect public health.”

Again, what’s being built all around us is a biosecurity state that will control every aspect of our

lives under the auspice of “protecting public health,” all while doing no such thing. It’s undeniable

that the COVID countermeasures have wrought far more destruction than the virus actually did, and

these countermeasures continue to destroy lives and kill people unnecessarily, all under the banner

of keeping us “safe” from disease.

The fact that people are dying from suicide, starvation, untreated medical problems and vaccine

injuries, well, that doesn’t count. They’re protecting us from COVID! Of course, that’ll be expanded

to protecting us from other infections du jour.

In closing, stakeholder capitalism is essentially a form of global fascism, where nations are run not

by elected governments alone, but by unelected corporations in partnership with government. As

for “equity,” I wouldn’t hold my breath for that to come true. The equity they’re talking about is all of

us being in the same miserable position of owning nothing and having no human rights.

Sen. Warren Threatens Amazon to Ban ‘The Truth About COVID-19’

Since the publication of my latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” which became an instant best

seller on Amazon.com, there’s been a signiNcant increase in calls for censorship and ruthless

attacks against me.

Most recently, so-called “progressive” U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., in an outrageous,

slanderous and basically unconstitutional attempt to suppress free speech, sent a letter to Amazon,

demanding an “immediate review” of their algorithms to weed out books peddling “COVID

misinformation.”

Warren speciNcally singled out “The Truth About COVID-19” as a prime example of “highly ranked

and favorably tagged books based on falsehoods about COVID-19 vaccines and cures” that she

wants to see banned from sale.

Two days later, U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., followed in Warren’s footsteps, sending letters to

Facebook and Amazon, calling for more proliNc censorship of vaccine information. Even President

Joe Biden has recently used a debunked report as his sole source to call for my censorship.

Sadly, these attacks are being levied by the very people elected to safeguard democracy and our

Constitutional rights. Essentially, what they are calling for is modern-day book burning. This is a

democracy, not a monarchy.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,942 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Dr. Mercola masterfully exposes where the Great Reset leads. THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM, LED BY KLAUS SCHWAB, A

TECHNOCRAT AND PROMOTER OF TRANSHUMANISM, PROVIDES DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW THE "COVID-19" PANDEMIC

will be used to implement a global monetary reset. and digital currency, technocracy and totalitarian rule around the world under the

guise of socialism and environmentalism, with China as the model, and enslaving humanity through a sinister conspiracy of vaccines.

ageoftruth.tv/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/The-COVID-19-Genocide-2020.pd..  

tapnewswire.com/.../the-great-reset-is-global-communism  

IT IS TRANSHUMANISM, WHERE ENTIRE SECTORS ARE SACRIFICED TO DRIVE THE MONOPOLY AND HEGEMONY OF

PHARMACEUTICAL CORPORATIONS, HIGH-TECH / BIG DATA GIANTS, AMAZON, GOOGLE, major global chains, the digital payments

sector, biotech concerns, etc. . All this needs to be sustained by consumption, although it is associated with a basic income for the

most disadvantaged while the technocracy dictates its laws. It is about stripping property rights under the guise of "sustainable

consumption" and "saving the planet", reversing climate change, but this is just propaganda. Of course, the small elite that

implemented this great reboot will be the owner of everything and also of the restrictions of fundamental freedoms and mass

surveillance, absolute power, a sustained tyranny.

SENATOR PAUL HAS CALLED ON THE PUBLIC TO OPPOSE UNCONSTITUTIONAL LOCKS, mandates, and damaging policies imposed

by "power-hungry" elites. In an opinion piece for Fox News, Paul criticized Democratic leaders Biden and the president. of the House of

Representatives, Nancy Pelosi, as "tyrants." "They can't arrest us all," Paul declared as he urged patriots to "resist" attempts by

Democrats to "destroy America." neonnettle.com/news/16215-rand-paul-resist-the-great-reset-they-can-t-..
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GREEN CAPITALISM: ANOTHER CORPORATE GIMMICK TO AVOID A REAL RECKONING The notion of green capitalism implies

that the costs of tackling climate change are too high for governments to bear on their own, and that the private sector always

has better answers. For proponents of green capitalism, the public-private partnership will ensure that the transition from brown

to green capitalism is cost neutral. Two-thirds of total emissions since the Industrial Revolution come from just 90

corporations. Yet even if the managers of the world's worst polluters were willing to pursue rapid decarbonization, their

shareholders would resist.

The law offers licenses to externalize costs in green capitalism. Governments have generously subsidized fossil fuel industries

for decades, spending $ 5.5 trillion (before and after taxes), or 6.8% of global GDP, in 2017. What if fossil fuel companies ever

run out of earnings to offset these taxes? breaks, they can simply be sold to a more proNtable company, thereby rewarding their

shareholders for their loyalty.

Defenders of green capitalism hope to continue this game. That is why they are now pushing governments to subsidize asset

substitution, so that as the price of brown assets decreases, the price of green ones will rise to compensate asset holders.

Subsidies is the CENTURY-OLD PROCESS OF LEGALLY CODIFYING  equity through property, corporate, trust and bankruptcy

laws. press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691178974/the-code-of-capital  .

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/green-capitalism-corporate-climate..   (09/29/21)
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Bloody civil wars have been started and fought for far less than what these old crazy people want to do.
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How many know that the father of Klaus Schwab, Eugen, was designated a *model na zi industrialist* by the hit ler regime? He

owned and ran a company that made weapons for the fas c is ts. Klaus worked for the company when he was young. The world

has heard Schwab prattling on about putting chips in our brains within 10 years and all the rest of it - but has he ever denounced

the ideology and actions of his father?  Got to wonder if Klaus is exactly *like father like son*.  The billionaire totalitarians of

today seek to control political parties whether those parties' supporters are 'left' or 'right'. They don't care if their control is

labelled right or left, fascist or Stalinist - they just want to wield power.  

In the US, the globalists took control of the Democrat party because the 'narratives' of open borders, endless 'identity' division

and future equity serve them very well. It helps them advance the project of shifting labour around the planet at will and making

everyone equally poor and stripped of basic freedoms. The QR code in the health passes helps them too. (QR codes were

invented to track car parts - now they want us each to have our very own dynamic barcode.) They disguise their aims and

actions, just as Schwab hides his family background and the ideology he grew up with. Incidentally Wiki, in their biography of Mr

Reset, list no father or mother! (Of course. Got to hide the truth!) Still, the omission is what made me look around to Nnd out

what they, and he, were hiding.
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Very good overview Guillermo.  I am somewhat wary of Ron Paul however as he's shown in photos doing Freemason

handshakes as have other seemingly 'good guys' such as Billy Graham.  The top tier of Freemasonry is allegedly evil and those

in the lower tiers are allegedly unaware.  I Nnd it ditcult to believe that Ron Paul is unaware of the evil practiced in the top tiers.

I hope he's sincere but we would do well to pay attention to those nagging doubts. It's very ditcult to determine who is

legitimate and who is really a wolf in sheep's clothing.  We are warned to be as wise as the serpent and as harmless as the dove.
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The "One Percent" will continue to 'Own Nothing But Control Everything,' we will own nothing & have no control about anything &

they believe this is where OUR true happiness lies. Being as the "One Percent" supposedly Own Nothing they must be incredibly

happy. How about they give up Control & be happier yet.  Having allowed The To Big To Fail's to even exist in the Nrst place has

allowed them to become just one To Big To Fail absorbing people's Gov't's globally. Each of these To Big To Fail's being

experienced by the average day to day citizen is an exercise in oppression usually seen as just one or more at a time, not viewed

as what they are, already an existing World Gov't dancing to the tune of so very few at the expense of all life in Our Garden,

Planet Earth. It is plain to see as usual they take our efforts & capture our messaging to use to make what they are doing is

what we are working for, but what we actually need gets left behind.

We get stuck in the current Corporate Structure being considered Private Property, yet they are less Private & to much Public

actually Gov't. It is all actually seamless, hard to tell where one starts & the other stops. To think Gov't take over of Corporations

would solve anything is just a different version of the same thing. If the workers in the plant, factory, Nrm were corporate

shareholders maybe a way to bring elements of the public, the different communities into the economic decisions of business

blunting the efforts of a privileged few from having the enormous inuuence & no accountability they have now. Then the whole

of a population voting on gov't, the street people having some inuuence with being a corporate shareholder & having gov't votes

could make for a spreading of power, without to much being in to few hands. We have a corporation here operating as such &

they have done well since the Great Depression with very loyal workers & excellent service. They exist across upstate NY &

Vermont. - more
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Another thing to consider are Workers Co-op's, where the people are the owners, something that may be necessary to create

projects big enough to survive the efforts of the likes of Farmer Bill Gates & friends as they buy up farm land to prevent us from

thriving without them. To force us to eat not only poison burgers, but poisoned salads or whatever yeast concoctions they want

us to believe is actually food. We have to Nnd ways to match the power of the Digital Taliban, the Snake Oil MaNa, & the rest of

the bad birds. The biggest thing to consider is one size does not Nt all, and there are no doubt other ideas possible, maybe even

better. We have to face we are dealing with a massive dying beast and if we don't deal with it we can perish with it. Personally I

do not consider becoming a Darth Vader, transhumanism, as continuing to be human.
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Gui, What do you think? Is this European power shortage this fall into winter real? or contrived?

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-09-27/europe-s-energy-crisis-is-a..   - it sounds kind of dire in some areas.
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rrealrose, it is becoming apparent some of the Essential Workers once lauded as hero's are now being branded as Zero's. As the

Digital Taliban, the Snake Oil MaNa & the Gov't they lead around by the nose dropped the bribes and are now moving on to

outright bullying. It's like an alcoholic abusive spouse or parent, sheesh. One can see how the Jab rejecting a jab stayed

stubbornly strong for so long. The highest numbers of compliance were in the oldest population who if the many Jabs with their

different side affects, with many more likely yet to be seen, would be those possibly beneNtted.

Now we have those who were required to work, got little to no compensation, were stuck with the supposed risk for the better

part of a year & a half with little or no protection by the otcials standards & if they haven't caved to have a jab, are now lepers.

The new boogie men, outcast. Those on the ports, docks, trucking, so forth are saying 'screw me, hell no, go screw yourself."

Stuff can't move. Also, with this deliberate shutdown, stuff wasn't made so there is a shortage to follow even when stuff gets

moving again. So in light of all this going on, the bullying is saying get one of the many jabs or lose your job. More deliberate

actions to throw fuel on a Nre to justify what they intend to bring on next?

It's the old we'll take away your license if you don't pay up - yet judge, how do I pay up if I can't get to work. (This is a regular in

rural areas, they seem to think taxi's are going to take you back and forth to wherever on the cheap to just be an inconvenience

it can be in urban areas. Makes for a mess & further punishments. Oh, excuse me, that's the point isn't it. LATE POST; This is not

the red blue issue being pushed - www.youtube.com/watch  - 70,000 healthcare workers to be Nred in NY State.
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Did anyone see the good docs interview with Patrick Wood on Rumble?

 rumble.com/vn2uky-dr.-joseph-mercola-on-free-speech-and-censorship.htm..
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Steve - Until its crystal clear that their drug/vaccn is failing? Protect the elderly by killing them swiftly? So many lies and

deceitful actions, it doesn't take much more for giant rip or tear to appear in their opaque curtain. Maybe this year's uu season

will start the real ball rolling, with lots of older people walking around with a suppressed immune systems?
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rrealrose, by all means do not mistake me for saying older folks with medical conditions could beneNt from one of the many

Jab's. In my own clumsy way by the Digital Taliban's & Snake Oil MaNa's narrative, their claim is it will protect them. That's their

claim, I'm suggesting if we were to take them at their word & their behavior screams at us we can't, at the very best those are

about all who would be given the option. Already seen what should be obvious, Nrst the public hardly stands a chance due to the

never ending layers of toxins & diets larding people up for slaughter.

The curtain has long disappeared for those who hung onto their sanity & able to see. This season of the cough will be blamed

on whatever new version of variant they dream up & deaths from uu or whatever will drop again. Maybe that's their miracle cure

for cancer, heart attacks, whatever. Perhaps one of the worst aspects of what by all appearances is a deliberate culling of the

population with the oldest targeted at the top of the list, and a landscape to leave us with empty shelves with little recourse but

to beg them to implement their dream world fantasy's. Left totally to beg them for another bowl of porridge please.

Agreed, it seems as much as they try to paint a mirror, opposite image of what is going on, reality keeps sticking it's nose inside

the tent. If it wasn't, they would not be uailing around with just one more bizarre thing after another. This time the lies are so

many they are backing up and truth will make it all crumble. It will take a lot actually to repair, renew, regenerate anything

meaningful.
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Help us fight this twisted tyranny: 
FightVaccinePassports.com

6:05 AM · Sep 19, 2021

9.2K See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter
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Yes, dungeonrat10, Biological weapons, medical and political tyranny and the goals of the Great Reset can group the greatest

crimes against humanity with the bloodiest dictatorships. The Deadliest Dictator Regimes In History

www.worldatlas.com/articles/the-deadliest-dictator-regimes-in-history...
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Thanks, astragale, yes, as the saying goes: "of such a stick, such a splinter", father and son are dictators who want the world to

turn according to their will. World Economic Forum Founder Klaus Schwab, you attempt to sell your vision of a global Utopia via

a Great Reset of the world order in three simple steps:  1. Announce your intention to revamp every aspect of society with global

governance, and keep repeating that message;  2. When your message isn’t getting through, simulate fake pandemic scenarios

that show why the world needs a great reset;  3. If the fake pandemic scenarios aren’t persuasive enough, wait a couple months

for a real global crisis to occur, and repeat step one

 www.globalresearch.ca/timeline-great-reset-agenda-foundation-event-201..  

The Great Reset constitutes a Worldwide agenda of social engineering and economic compliance. In the words of David

Rockefeller: “…The world is now more sophisticated and prepared to march towards a world government. The supranational

sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the national auto-determination practiced in past

centuries.” (quoted by Aspen Times, August 15, 2011) The WEF’s Great Reset consists in scrapping existing forms of

democratic government, while imposing a World Government controlled by the  “supranational sovereignty” of the Nnancial

establishment.
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Thanks SAI, as you know Ron Paul has warned about the police state in the US, has denounced the fascist state, Ron Paul

believes in health freedom, has fought the dominance of big pharmaceuticals, FDA censorship, monopoly prices of medicine

and the assault and imprisonment of individuals who dare to speak the truth about the healing properties of the superfoods and

nutritional supplements they sell. Ron Paul has claimed that Covid authoritarians abuse children. Its Ron Paul curriculum

provides students with a well-rounded education. The curriculum's emphasis on self-directed learning and student interaction

makes it ideal for parents who need to work from home but still want to homeschool their children.

www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/covid-authoritarians-abuse-children  ~ www.ronpaulcurriculum.com
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JUST, I especially liked your presentation of the business cooperative of workers. The solidarity sector is the best alternative to

generate social, sustainable and inclusive development, in the eventual scenario posed by the Great Reset. Aristotle in his work

Politics (Trad. 1873), conceptualizes that man is a social being; He considers that in everyone there is, by nature, the tendency

towards such a community, which allows him to relate to other people. As a consequence of this interaction, there are different

ways to participate in the development of his community; some do it in an active and participatory way, others do not. One of

the relationships that human beings present is associativity, as a way to achieve their purposes, when individually they cannot

achieve it, or when several people pursue the same goal and realize that in this way it will be easier to achieve it.

The Associative processes come from the beginning of man's life, where they begin to group together to protect themselves

from nature unknown to them and from the attack of other men who, like them, sought to survive. In the article "History of World

Cooperativism", it is speciNed that "in the 19th century, in England, Robert Owen, with his position, was considered the father of

English cooperation and the forerunner of work and production cooperatives"; That is why Owen has always served as a

benchmark in production processes and salary theories, due to the way in which he managed his organizations, allowing his

employees to participate in them, not only in the labor part, but also allowing them to enjoy of the beneNts and proNts of the

organization.
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In Spain, especially in the north, many cooperatives operate, their master lines are based on the following principles:  •

PARTICIPATION: Cooperatives are better because they allow people's participation through ownership, which makes them

inherently more attractive, more productive, more useful, and more relevant in the contemporary world.  • SUSTAINABILITY:

cooperatives are better because their business model creates greater economic, social and environmental sustainability.  •

IDENTITY: an identity that is deNned by the values and principles of cooperation, and that must be communicated through a

clear and powerful message to ensure that cooperatives are seen and understood by everyone, from policy makers even the

general public.   • LEGAL FRAMEWORK: Cooperatives operate everywhere within a legal framework, which plays a critical role in

the viability and existence of cooperatives.
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The Economy for the Common Good is a socio-economic and political movement, initially proposed by Christian Felber in 2010,

which defends an alternative economic system founded on human dignity, solidarity, cooperation, ecological responsibility, etc.

As established by the Spanish Federal Association for the Promotion of the Economy of the Common Good, it can be deNned by

three basic characteristics:

1) the defense of a cooperative market economy model, alternative to capitalism and the planned economy; 2) the

implementation of values recognized by the Spanish Constitution such as human dignity, equality, justice, solidarity, democracy,

transparency, trust or ecological sustainability; and 3) to aspire, among other objectives, to: a) give priority to people over

capital, ensuring their basic rights; b) promote cooperation and contribution to the common good in the face of proNt motives

and competition; c) democratize companies; d) reduce the ecological footprint; e) subordinate the wealth of the country to the

general interest; and f) promote participatory democracy and the division of powers of the State.

This should be the fundamental principles of a democracy that wants to enhance human capital and solidarity that propel a

country to a sustainable development where technology is used for the aggrandizement of a nation where the freedoms and

rights of the people are respected.
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ROSE, Politicians and managers of energy companies are praying for the mild winter temperatures. In Spain, the government

wants to intervene in the current crisis of the rise in electricity and gas rates. The historical burden for alternative energies is

making the price of energy more expensive. The strong economic recovery and the search for a more sustainable production

model are generating an imbalance in the energy market that is already being felt in half the world. At record electricity prices in

Europe, it is now China or Brazil that are facing energy 'shortages'. In a global world, a large part of the raw materials used to

generate energy are reaching very high prices, shooting up production costs, household bills and jeopardizing economic

recovery.

Natural gas inventories at European storage facilities are at historically low levels for this time of year. Gas uows from pipelines

in Russia and Norway have been limited so far. All this is coinciding with an adverse climate for power generation, which has

reduced the production of wind turbines, while Europe's very aging nuclear plants are being phased out (energy transition

policies) and are more prone to to outages, which makes gas even more necessary. The solutions are few and none is easy,

because dismantling the entire energy transition project would not be easy at all.
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Great interview Krofter. We all know that Dr. Mercola had to adopt various defensive tactics against all the attacks that he has

been facing lately, leading him to remove the articles from his website to protect himself from it. Many of these articles

contained valuable information that people were using to boost their immune systems naturally, which is exactly what the

medical fascists wanted it to do to keep as many people in the dark as possible. When Big Pharma's proNts are at stake, the

Biden dictatorship enters the picture. And almost everything that Dr. Mercola says and does threatens that source of income,

which is why they threaten him to keep quiet. Dr. Mercola's work has saved countless lives, equipping ordinary people with the

tools they need to control their health and avoid falling victim to the death spiral of pharmaceutical drugs.
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An excellent overview of the outstanding Worker Business Cooperatives of Spain. Often regarded as the Economic Engine of

Spain. When all are involved & workers have a real, meaningful role in decision making they bring with them what is best on a

much larger scale. What is best for all, not just a few. Long term, healthier interest for not only the business itself, but in both

short term & long term the needs of the country, the workers, families, the community at large the business is in, &

environmental needs. Workers tend to have longer term, broader interest beyond the short term interest, paper shuze cook the

books baloney.

Here we have a Constitution but it gets left at the plant gates. We have little say in what gets built, where it gets built, what if

anything the communities affected by a business are left to deal with, how it gets built, where it gets sold or how much it sells

for & how compensation is broke down to all involved. Here, Bill Gates or whoever is the Great I Am, in one way or another gets

all the toast, butter & jam. Everyone else gets toaster leavings. (Those who have not been through extremely hard times, when

you don't have two penny's to rub together & there isn't a bit of anything left to eat in the house, toaster leavings are the crumbs

in the bottom of the toaster you eat to remind yourself food may actually exist. - Some people aren't even that lucky. Not to

worry with all those pesky old people being put out of the way there will be more to share with the !%'s.)

Russia, China & others give a lot of lip service about all they do is for the workers, but it is all what they do to them while patting

themselves on the back as if they have actually done something positive. Their systems don't even come close to including the

average citizen. What they are & what we see developing are simply dictatorships, empires, eventually waiting for a King to be

anointed gained through lot's of spilt blood.
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The problem, Just, is that China's rise forces the world to live with an authoritarian one-party dictatorship. The reality of this fact

is clearly seen in the coronavirus crisis. The disease, which emerged in the country, was silenced by party otcials who feared a

reaction from Beijing. The investigator who Nrst raised the alarm was arrested for "spreading rumors" and died weeks later. The

slowness in the face of alerts favored international expansion.

In the years of the Cold War, the geopolitical order had two great hegemons, the United States and the USSR, each with their

completely opposite models of economic, political and social systems. China's rise has returned the planet to competition

between two giant countries. China and the USSR are one-party communist dictatorships, with a tight grip on society. But his

way of facing the rest of the world is very different. China makes it clear that its political system is exclusively its own, but

negotiates with capitalist democracies without advising anyone to implement a dictatorial system like its own.

The clearest effect of this mix is seen in the Silk Road, a multi-billion dollar investment program that China has signed with 138

countries. Among them there is everything: from consolidated European and Asian democracies, to dictatorships of all kinds. In

fact, Chinese money is very attractive for countries that, due to their authoritarian regimes, have many problems receiving

foreign aid and investment from institutions such as the IMF or the World Bank. China, unlike them, does not criticize for lack of

human rights or demand controls against possible corruption of the leaders who handle these loans.
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A chart that shows a lot of the connections between many of these Organizations:

www.brasscheck.com/video/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Netzwerkanalyse-Co..
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also posted above. 70,000 healthcare workers to be Nred in New York State - www.youtube.com/watch
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Thanks Raythe4th, some great graphics showing in detail the connections between the Gates Foundation, Wellcome Trust,

WHO, GAVI and other NGOs and Big Pharma with 6500 objects including people, NGOs, companies, documents, etc. It also

includes more than 7200 links between them. In addition, we have a total of grants from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation

(1994-2021). All corruption is covered up by major news outlets like the New York Times and USA Today, as well as NBC News

and PBS, and many many more, who rarely run negative stories about vaccine problems and disasters (deaths). caused by the

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation: they have been paid de facto bribes for their silence.

truepundit.com/bill-gates-gave-hundreds-of-millions-in-bribes-to-msm-n..
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Just, linking to your information. Health care systems across the country in New York are suspending elective inpatient

surgeries and refusing to accept ICU patients from other hospitals as they prepare for potentially hundreds of layoffs of nurses

and other critical staff members. , potentially even medical. As of the end of September, 84% of New York's 450,000 hospital

workers and 83% of nursing home workers, numbering about 45,400, were still unvaccinated.

In an effort to scare workers into compliance, New York Gov. Kathy Hochul has threatened to Nnd "foreign workers" for staff at

Empire State hospitals and nursing homes (even though the rates of vaccinations are much lower in most parts of the world

outside of the U.S.) He has also threatened to call the National Guard or order a state of emergency in a plan revealed over the

weekend. www.infowars.com/posts/this-is-completely-avoidable-new-york-hospitals..
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This is a video from a whistleblower. Showing a department of defense pentagon brieNng from back in 2005, where they were

planning operation: FUNVAX. If you don’t know what that is, click the video and educate yourself....a quick summary: they were

looking to develop a respiratory uu vaccine that killed the “God gene” in people, turning them from religious fanatics to “Normal

people”. Anyone remember the Nrst week the vaccines were being released? There was an article that reported one person after

being jabbed saying something like: “ I can’t feel God anymore. They killed God” stateofthenation.co
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Ray, also the biological weapons against the Covid, turn the vaccinated into transhumans that can be patented. Legal experts

are preparing to defend the natural immunity from the Wuhan coronavirus infection as a sutcient alternative to getting

vaccinated. As Zywicki, Eisenmann, and many other attorneys Nght for recognition of natural immunity in court, Republicans in

Congress are trying to pressure the CDC to do the same.

“I think that a judge might reject a rule that’s been issued by a body, like the U.S. Department of Labor or by a state, that has not

been sutciently thought through as it relates to the science, ”Erik Eisenmann, a labor and employment attorney with Husch

Blackwell, told Yahoo Finance. In the Senate, Republican Senator Roger Marshall of Kansas recently sent a letter to CDC

Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky, asking her agency to recognize natural immunity against COVID-19.

www.wakingtimes.com/lawyers-scientists-are-building-a-case-for-why-nat..  (September 28, 2021)
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Guillermo, I like your "co-op" idea. We have something similar. May or may not be a safer plan for not having it codiNed in

writing. We have a loose network among friends and neighbors. This is what is being shared this month--honey, apples/grapes

and garden produce, home-brewed wine, home-raised beef, game meat, Nrewood, gently used clothing... Children's toys and

books get recycled. We eat very little pork, so I was fortunate to get fat to render to lard from an organic homegrown hog this

year to provide valuable nutritious fat in our diet--quality is exceptional and absolutely no odor at all. I will not get my own eggs

until next year, but someone is also providing eggs. What one person does not or cannot grow, another does. Barter various

kinds of labor. Many people now seeing unlicensed health practitioners. Also, a DVM. In some cases, we provide raw materials

and it comes back to us as Nnished goods. For example, land to set up bee hives in exchange for honey, grapes for wine, logs

for lumber, etc. We have just started harvesting wild mushrooms again. Soon  another Nshing trip.

It is not just about owning nothing. If you succumb to this plan, you will, eventually, not even be aware that your thoughts are not

your own. You will no longer have any free will to exercise if you become transhumanized. I still have herbs growing near the

house. Made wild mushroom soup from leftovers last night. A pint of sautéed mushrooms, minced garden onion, a pint of stock,

a half cup of leftover almond milk, herbs (esp. minced loveage)--thickened and seasoned to taste. Good with homegrown

cornbread/honey, salad. Many meals of mounds of green beans tossed with new potatoes/shallots(sauce of homemade miso),

corn-on-the-cob, veg soups, eggplant, rellenos, tomato recipes, zucchini fritters with honey, fresh

grapes-cantaloupes-applesauce-pears-berries, etc. I do not enrich supermarkets. I am converting to reusable canning lids.

 Mostly, "NEED" $$$ for low property tax.
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Gui-Here is an interesting article. There is a reason why Ivermectin is viliNed. Ivermectin in its present form is very cheap but the

new and improved version which is very similar will be very expensive and highly proNtable. Someone should look into who is

buying the stock in these companies like friends and relatives of those in power.  These people are only concerned with money

right now and are oblivious to the fact that with all the printing of money we are close to hyperinuation. Remember Zimbabwe?

www.naturalnews.com/2021-09-30-media-smear-ivermectin-pNzer-ivermecti..   Here is what a trillion dollars look like. Check

out the national debt on bottom of page (U.S. National Debt) in 2009 (2.6 times that today) in $100 bills.

www.pagetutor.com/.../index.html
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sorry it's no reply but: Lightning bolt?? At the end of Dr Ardis interview of Carrie Madej, he says (shortened): "I haven't found a

supplement yet to remove nanobots" This is my response: The key is knowing how quickly the nanobots do replicate (studies

needed, don't care if it's 'otcial' or not). Because THE obvious thing is bloodletting. Your bone marrow isn't going to produce

nanobots. No magic bullet or special treatment needed. And also recirculating bloodNltering/cleaning. Not sure if there is any

mechanical means of Nltering it but frequency targeting will probably be very helpful, either at removing, or at destroying

through magnetic resonance. (Hulda Clark, dr stanley/steinbech? Becker blood electriNer, german QuintSystem, anything where

magnetic resonance is used therapeutically)

Just need to check how other life components are affected by the targeting frequency. Sorry I haven't looked for it yet, the

answer might not even be hidden. I wonder if it would be possible (acutually with modern computing power I should say "yes,

absolutely") to take a full resonance scan of one person (when healthy to be useful), and re-instate that constellation afterwards

if sick. It might be more targeted intervention than pill-medicine. As mentioned earlier, the elites poisoning the earth are either

not from here (poisoning the planet is deadly for everyone) or they have advanced knowledge on how to cure the illness they are

pushing on us.

Please understand me correctly (as it looks like nwo technoblab but it's not): I by NO means endorse such intervening

capacities to be in the hands of anyone else but yourself, or your physician. But I guess they must have something like that, or

better. Also, this is still a mechanical view of health, obviously life is more than functions of one realm alone and thus it might

not work, not for long, or with ill side effects (talking about the 'constellation' map, the frequency targeting of the nanobots is

much more straightforward).
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bonbon1472003
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I rarely every post But I read every single comment. The amount of information and knowledge that is posted is astounding. I dont feel

like I'm seeing Less postings. This site has been instrumental in keeping my family and myself healthy. I will be losing my job next

month because I refuse the jab and weekly testing at my expense and uploading the results to my employer. Everyone I work with eyes

are closed and I am the only one resisting. It has separated my family, lost friends and my coworkers think I'm a tin foil hat wearing

nut. I'm in Canada. Not a great place when the PM tells us there will be consequences for not submitting. I want to thank everyone and

especially Dr Mercola who I have been following since almost the beginning. Not giving up or giving in.
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Shell_
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Sending you positive thoughts from Australia - I too have lost family and friends by standing up but I won’t give in either.  It

deNnitely helps to read these posts and listen to others who are also awake. Thanks to everyone - it really makes a difference

when you feel alone in your thoughts.
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I'm in BC... stay strong, there are many of us here. I am so sorry you will be losing your job but you can stand proud in upholding

truth and Nghting evil.  We are NOT nuts, we are enlightened and awake.  It is ditcult living on a higher level of consciousness

around those that do not. God bless.  If you need to vent, fellow Canadian here who is proud of you!!  proud of ALL of us!...

 chiamiller1@icloud.com
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Bless you and good luck. We, too, are experiencing some of the same here in Connecticut. . . Prayers.
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I know what that feels like. I was alone when I went thru a 10 year long, painful sex harassment case. It is tough being the

"oddball," but now that it is over, I have a clean conscience and know that I did the right thing. Same here with not getting a covid

jab...everyone around me got it, yet we have family members who died right after the shot. You can get by living without those

negative people in your life, but you can't run away from yourself. Following the path you think is right will produce the best

outcome for you.
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I agree with you bonbon. I'm in Canada as well and it's very scary to see all this happen as vaccine mandates have been a fear of

mine since this all started and here we are. Not too sure how long I will have a job as I work for federal gov. Scary times
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moineau
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Support and love your way, Bonbon. I'm so glad we have this forum and each other. ~Laura in Oregon xoxoxoox
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God bless you and stay strong!
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pjmauigirl
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Wishing you the best of luck!
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Moineau - Oregon is no better with it’s mandates and non-jabbers loosing their jobs!!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The beauty of it all is that God has the Nnal say and the likes of Schwab, Gates, the Rockefellers etc. etc. will all be facing him one day.

Schwab and Gates et al don't even know if they will be alive tomorrow and they plan for this Satanic enslavement. What a pathetic

bunch of human beings these people are. "Better is a little with righteousness than vast revenues without justice."  The Meek shall

inherit the earth...The wicked shall not inhabit the earth.
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The meek can go ahead and inherit the earth, but not the mineral rights.
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AMEN!!!
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Amen to that! It is extremely important to remember that God is ultimately in charge. Not these "Satan's puppets" we see

running around. Keep the faith everyone. And if you haven't given yourself to Jesus as your Lord and savior, there's no better

time than now.
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What can be done: 1. Focus on your local government (not state, but county) and stand up against the tyranny. Visit town hall meetings

and give voice to human dignity: we are not slaves and not the property of any government! 2. Stand up against your colleague, who

has been purchased/intimidated and, if possible, initiate citizen's arrest against people, who are violating the Constitution. 3. Reject

those, who are not part of the people, no matter what kind of otce they have; the "enforcers" are now becoming to see that they will

be the next victims, once their usefulness wears out. 4. Start a parallel economy; as long as the monsters control the money uow, they

control everything. 5. Build a base that can operate without electricity. 6. Keep together with like-minded people, knowing that

inNltrators will always be with you, but once they notice that they are also future victims, they will side with you. 7. If possible, get

deputized by your local sheriff without payment in order to protect the Constitution. Sheriffs are elected and most of them are with us!
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It is EXTREMELY important to try to reach police and military as they are being used to bring about this brutal regime. Police in

particular have been granted qualiNed immunity with the courts and have been free to do almost as they wish to the public,

including tasing, sexually assaulting, brutalizing, and murdering innocent people. It's a replica of Nazi Germany. Who cannot see

this?  I just read another horror story about a young black man (whites are targeted as well)  who was walking home with

groceries when someone called the police to report that he looked 'suspicious' wearing a mask outside. The police showed up,

brutalized the shy young man, and called paramedics to the scene to inject him with a tranquilizer.  He died. Another young life

snuffed out. Another mother and father left to grieve inconsolably for the remainder of their lives.  

Dear God how much longer will this go on? The individuals who have planned all this play the police like a Nddle. They've

studied the human psyche at Tavistock and know how to bring out the worst in people, which is usually by letting them get away

with everything, up to and including murder. Police adopt this false belief system, believing themselves to be special, and part of

an elite group who is above the people; their actions should go unchallenged. Their weak egos are stroked by court rulings

almost always in their favor.  

What we now have is a massive group of goose-stepping, psychologically unhealthy, militarized police who have been given

freedom to perpetrate violence on the people without consequence. (Forbes top 10 list of jobs that attract psychopaths) Police

are too foolish to realize that they're being used and manipulated by the elite, and when they're Nnished using them they too will

be eliminated. It appears that has begun to happen with vaccine mandates. I believe after the police are eliminated they'll bring

in U.N. troops.  Try to get through to your local police/ military.
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sai73491: Actually, it seems to me that the long-term plan is to replace the police with private security forces and the military

with machines. At the same time, our only chance is that both of them side with us, as it has been happening all over the world

now on a small scale. The problem is that those who got injected can be remotely controlled by 5G. I expect the enforcers to be

recruited from the illegals so that they cannot be talked out of it, because they don't speak English. The UN troops will probably

come from China. Also, I am prepared for six thugs jumping on me in the not-so-distant future for not wearing a muzzle. I never

will. Did you know that they turn you down from becoming a policeman, if your IQ is over 110? Not as funny as it sounds...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 6:58:18 AM
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tenajyebba
Joined On 9/17/2021 2:57:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What can be done is what Zizek tells us to do. We must imagine the IMPOSSIBLE. We now know what we knew but didn't know

we knew. There is freedom in this opening.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 6:36:41 PM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you think you own your home now, try not paying your property tax. If you think you own your vehicle, try not having a drivers license

and/or insurance. Your home can be sold and you evicted if you don’t pay the government a yearly ransom. Your vehicle can be

impounded if you don’t have the right paperwork and/or you are not paying an insurance co their monthly ransom. Your home and

vehicle are two of the larger investments you’ll make in your lifetime and presently you don’t own either because they can be taken

from you by the government if you don’t meet their demands to continue to pay and pay and pay.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No kidding! If you don't have all your vaccines, try getting into any public school or University! I never thought I would look

forward to being old. I want no part of this.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 8:26:20 AM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim, I read 1984 in 1976. I watched, waiting to see what would happen over the next 8 years… not much. Yet fast forward to

today and bam! We’re in the thick of it. Thank God I quit drinking long ago or I’d be drunk on greasy victory gin- Yes, aging out of

this madness is interesting but I leave behind my beautiful grandchildren who have to navigate through. Three are set with skills

& critical thinking, the other Nve are being indoctrinated… who if any will refuse, reject and protest their slave hood? Hope I’m

here to see one or a few refuse to follow!! Grandma’s here with open arms!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 8:40:41 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"jNj": "I never thought I would look forward to being old. I want no part of this". AMEN!!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 8:50:27 AM
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tenajyebba
Joined On 9/17/2021 2:57:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly. We own nothing now. And by saying this you are telling us what we knew but didn't know we knew. Now we do and

cannot unknow it again. This is Zizek telling us we must imagine the IMPOSSIBLE now.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ll decide what is best for me. Thanks for nothing.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 4:59:22 AM
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeaus father the other Trudeau rubbed elbows with the likes of Castro, communist. this is plain communism like china, and the

country my parents escaped from'Hungary' they were underground freedom Nghters helping many escape from communism. Can you

imagine living in a country that owns you and you have no freedom of speech you cannot leave the country, you have to escape, my

parents helped many escape and I met all of them that came to our city. No freedoms, this is age old, slavery. I'm so sad that

Canadians are not awake as to what is happening in our country , they just re-elected him agin omg, what a disaster. This govt help

fund the wuhan lab, basically bio warfare. Unbelievable. Wake up People, Wake up before it is too late

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 3:06:08 AM
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lmonaco
Joined On 5/25/2021 6:40:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree 1000% percent I’m also from Canada and shocked to hear some people in my Circle proud that they voted for Trudeau

and clueless about what’s coming down the pipe, these same people are blaming the unvaxxed for getting the vaxxed sick.  In a

way this isn’t their fault they are so sadly brainwashed by the TV and what their so called “medical professional” Bonnie Henry is

promoting to them daily.  They then go out and become promoters of the same garbage.  How do we stop this that’s the

question?  I want to run but what about the kids the innocent people who will be left behind once their vaxxed parents all parish?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 4:15:02 AM
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stunning yesterday in Alberta that Pastor Artur was arrested after his 4 month speaking tour in the U.S. He came to Canada,

from Poland, to escape what he is now experiencing worse than he ever could have dreamed in the land he ued to for freedom.

God bless this brave man.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 5:27:26 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I could have told you (I told others) that the scumsucker would hang onto his position. You can't just shake evil off. It tends to

hang around. There is a reason that trudeau brought millions of immigrants and refugees to Canada, within the past few

years...actually, two - Money; and Votes!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 6:02:48 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, they use Dominion voting machines also.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 7:31:30 AM
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tillthenlive.com
Joined On 9/20/2021 3:55:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Chiamiller for the info on Pastor Artur.  I was unaware of him and his brother.  How horriNc Trudeau and his schitty

minions are and how tragic for these Poles.  Canada is no different than the  schitt-hole that Australia is.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 7:44:22 AM
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melmelby
Joined On 1/26/2011 10:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is some credible evidence that Pierre is not Justin's father...Fidel Castro was.  His mother rubbed more than elbows with

Castro.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 7:45:51 AM
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tillthenlive.com
Joined On 9/20/2021 3:55:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would be so much fun to watch Trudy meet the same end as Mussolini.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 7:52:10 AM
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picturetaker
Joined On 3/30/2014 11:59:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim, We don't use voting machines in federal or provincial elections in Canada.  Every vote is hand counted with

representatives from all parties present to watch the count.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 8:21:41 AM
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many believe Pierre Trudeau's wife, Margaret, rubbed more than elbows with Castro. Do a split screen of Fidel and Justin.

Actually there are already many available .... such as these.....

medium.com/@leibowitt/of-course-Ndel-castro-is-justin-trudeaus-dad-no..  Ps, I am Canadian ... sadly as with every country,

there are more propaganda leaches than Truth Seekers...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 9:31:34 AM
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kar5353
Joined On 5/7/2015 3:41:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe that the well known expression 'Follow the money' is still applicable.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 1:28:43 AM
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well of course, kar.  But money brings power and power has been stealthily acquired through fair means or foul over the last

half century or more by inNltration, bribery, corporate “philanthropy”, intimidation, corruption of major organizations such as

mainstream media, the World Health Organization, the United Nations, the CDC, the MHRA to name a few as well as the big

takeover by big Pharma  of the medical profession, the food supply,  and anything else you can think of - the endgame being

global control through world government by sociopaths and psychopaths.  If it were just about money, I wouldn’t really care

what the money hoarders got up to, as I require only enough to keep body and soul together and provide myself and my family

with healthy food and shelter.

The problem with money collectors and multi billionaires, is they are sitting on their hands wondering what to do with it. You

can’t take it with you although you can bequeath it to the next generation to make sure it stays in the family - Sacklers,

Rockefellers spring to mind. If you have a minute, check my post below to see how this came about, how the political class

became involved and how big money will be put to use. Their future hobbies also include, geo-engineering, Nlling the seas with

plastic beads, blotting out the sun and 5G by satellite. You need big money for those kind of projects. Heaven knows what level

of environmental pollution will be the norm when all those unnecessary face coverings are added to the heap that will be planet

earth.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Re-posting an IMPORTANT interview/discussion found yesterday from VaccneChoice Canada: "Catherine Austin Fitts and

Rocco Galati have URGENT Warnings Regarding Mr. Global Plans" - www.bitchute.com/.../VQgkJoi9HCLn  - it's about an hour

long, the Bankers and their MONEY topic is covered extensively, as is their parallel universe being created.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, realrose. Always ready for a Catherine Austin Fitts update.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Money [gold/silver coins] is good. Fake money [paper, and marks in a computer memory] is evil Which of the above can be

printed or otherwise conjured up ex nihilo?
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Joined On 1/23/2021 5:35:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Epoch Times: >Japan Suspends 1.6 Million Doses of Moderna Vaccine After Reports of Contamination - by Mimi Nguyen Ly Aug

26, 2021. 'The country’s health ministry said “foreign materials” were found in at least 390 doses—or 39 vials—of the Moderna vaccine

coming from eight vaccination sites, according to The Asahi Shimbun... “It’s a substance that reacts to magnets … it could be metal,” a

ministry otcial reportedly said, according to Nikkei Asia.'

>Japan Suspends Another 1 Million Moderna Doses Over Contamination Concerns - by Lorenz Duchamps Aug 30, 2021. 'A tiny black

substance was found in a Moderna vaccine vial in Gunma, an otcial from the prefecture said. In Okinawa, black substances were

spotted in syringes and a vial, and pink material was found in a different syringe.' >Another Lot of Moderna Vaccines Suspended in

Japan After ‘Black Particles’ Found in Vial - by Lorenz Duchamps Sept 1, 2021. 'A pharmacist in Kanagawa, a coastal prefecture just

south of Tokyo, reported Nnding several black particles in one vial.'

>Moderna to Recall COVID-19 Vaccine Batches in Japan After Contamination Found - by Jack Phillips Sept 1, 2021. '...an investigation

revealed that stainless steel contaminants were discovered in some vials.' >White Floating Contaminants Found in PNzer Vaccine in

Several Japanese Cities: Otcials - by Jack Phillips Sept 15, 2021. 'Foreign matter has been discovered in Nve unused vials of PNzer’s

COVID-19 vaccine near Tokyo, Japan, and one vial in Osaka Prefecture, otcials said... The vials containing white uoating matter

belong to the same PNzer vaccine lot..., according to the Kyodo News agency.'

rumble.com/vmxenj-breaking-now-worldwide-call-to-stop-vaxx-now-doctors..  ~

rumble.com/vn193f-never-before-seen-vaccine-victims-bodies-in-battle.h..  ~ odysee.com/.../PK_Tot-durch-Impfung_english:a  ~

rumble.com/vn482j-dr.-carrie-madej-Nrst-u.s.-lab-examines-vaccine-via..
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So, Astonished is correct... the vaccines have something in them so that the vaccinated can be controlled by 5G. We all know

there is something special in them that everyone - no matter the circumstances - has to be vaccinated.
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Joined On 1/11/2012 5:36:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is where the mentality of the: "law of the  jungle " has landed us. I don't like what is going on now days , but  every thing has limits,

the idea that one can accumulate as much as he can thinking that the end justiNes the means also using corruption, has Nred back.

The same thing will happen with this Reset, the limits will be disregarded and  we will start all over again. My only concern is that it

would take a whole lifetime  and I wouldn't be here to witness it. We never learn fro history
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The worst among us are governing us. It has been proven that unprincipled psychopaths ascend to power in government, business,

and the medical Neld.  It's plain to see to those with discernment that this is not leading anywhere good.  Only a fool believes the

uowery language of deceivers. My faith has been challenged as I suffered through things in this life and now wake up to this

nightmare that I don't want to live through; but God apparently has ordained this time for all of us to be here and take whatever action

He impresses upon us. Finding what that is, is a challenge.

In despair, I recalled when Israel was in captivity under wicked rulers/ taskmasters and their cries reached heaven.  Moses was sent to

deliver them - however it wasn't without a life and death struggle, extreme hardship, and work on their part.  In the Book of Esther we

learn that Mordecai was in grave danger due to Haman, who built a gallows on which to hang Mordecai.  Mordecai appealed to Esther,

who arranged a fast for her and her maids, for strength in prayer.  Then Esther appealed to her husband, the King, and the King hung

Haman on the gallows that he had built for Mordecai.

We are in dangerous times.  I implore everyone to set aside time every week to fast and pray. Yes, it's hard, but isn't being a slave

harder? And work doing that which you know in your heart you should do.  “The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face with

a conspiracy so monstrous he cannot believe it exists. The American mind simply has not come to a realization of the evil which has

been introduced into our midst. It rejects even the assumption that human creatures could espouse a philosophy which must

ultimately destroy all that is good and decent.”― J. Edgar Hoover
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Add as Friend  Send Message

1. "The worst among us are governing us" you say ... Thank you Democracy! I say. What no one seems, or wants to understand

is that, written by a French writer in the 19th century: "The Election, extended to all,  gives us government by the masses,  the

only one that is not responsible, and where tyranny is boundless,  for it is called The Law."   2. About Moses, what God tells us in

His Nrst commandment? "I am the LORD thy God, who brought thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage."

 Exodus 20:2) What does it mean? That He took us  - from a land of slavery = Egypt,  AND - from a house of bondage = the

people who's slavery lies inside their own minds, their own walls mfm-feed dot blogspot dot com   3. to 'guillermou' Ha? The rule

of law, private property, and that is what saved us from tyranny? Poor deluded fellow ... Read the Code of Hammurabi, maybe?
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mkr8570
Joined On 9/17/2021 10:56:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God has a plan, and we already know it's ending. Be the light in the darkness and stay strong in faith! There's always a way

forward through Him while we don't know what it looks like yet, we shall soon Nnd out.
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Maranatha Today
Joined On 1/19/2021 12:21:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent comment and advice...I read and did studies on  Habbakuk, Nahum and Zephaniah with Dr Randall Smith (One Hour,

One Book) on YT and it has helped me understand God's ultimate plan even more and why we are going through all this...fasting

and prayer are the only way forward at this stage...Blessings and Maranatha.
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sai73491, I did not imagine hearing that precisely this Pope said this, but it happened yesterday, at the Audience on

Wednesdays! : "We must allow Jesus to operate our justiNcation"! (nothing less...)  In today's General Audience Catechesis,

which continues the series of teachings on the Letter to the Galatians, the Pope addressed the “ditcult” issue of justiNcation. n

deNning justiNcation, Francis recalled the teaching contained in the Catechism of the Church: “In the whole of Saint Paul's

thought it can be said simply that justiNcation is the consequence of the“ merciful initiative of God who grants forgiveness

”(Catechism of the Catholic Church, n.1990) ”.

"It is like a return to the original relationship between the Creator and the creature, before the disobedience of sin intervened,"

said Francisco. Saint Paul, on being converted, “conquered by Christ”, has been transformed in the depths of his being by Faith

in Jesus, “allowing him to discover a truth hitherto hidden: it is not we with our efforts that we become righteous, but that it is

Christ with his grace who makes us righteous ”. “Paul is always mindful of his meeting with the risen Jesus on the road to

Damascus; and in order to come to a full knowledge of the mystery of Christ, he is willing to renounce everything that he

previously presumed, because he has discovered that only the grace of God has saved him. Thus, the light of faith allows us to

recognize how inNnite is God's mercy, the grace that works for our good. But the same light also makes us see the responsibility

that has been entrusted to us to cooperate with God in his work of salvation ”, expressed the Pontiff. The Pope insisted that

man must let "it be Christ who carries out that justiNcation"; "May the grace of Christ come and that justice, that justiNcation

give us the strength to move forward."
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In the late 1950s Aldous Huxley, author of Brave New World reappraised his dystopian novel with: Brave New World Revisited. Now

showing the real danger to freedom is not just the surveillant and Controling state, but the partnership between state and the massive

new corporations arising post WW2.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stakeholder Capitalism Will Destroy Freedom: "Its design sidelines governments and places unelected stakeholders,

primarily transnational corporations, in the driver’s seat, giving them ultimate authority to make decisions for the world as a

whole, which is precisely what we’ve increasingly started to experience during this pandemic" Brave New World, novel by Aldous

Huxley, published in 1932. The book presents a nightmarish vision of a future society. www.britannica.com/.../Brave-New-World
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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Hey "gui" CORPORATISM, not capitalism. www.differencebetween.net/miscellaneous/politics/difference-between-ca..
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Sevinletters
Joined On 6/11/2021 1:45:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great piece thank you Dr. Mercola. “Hello, My name is Spartacus, and I’ve had enough. We have been forced to watch America and the

Free World spin into inexorable decline due to a biowarfare attack. We, along with countless others, have been victimized and gaslit by

propaganda and psychological warfare operations being conducted by an unelected, unaccountable Elite against the American people

and our allies.

Our mental and physical health have suffered immensely over the course of the past year and a half. We have felt the sting of isolation,

lockdown, masking, quarantines, and other completely nonsensical acts of healthcare theater that have done absolutely nothing to

protect the health or wellbeing of the public from the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Now, we are watching the medical establishment

inject literal poison into millions of our fellow Americans without so much as a Nght. We have been told that we will be Nred and denied

our livelihoods if we refuse to vaccinate. This was the last straw.

We have spent thousands of hours analyzing leaked footage from Wuhan, scientiNc papers from primary sources, as well as the paper

trails left by the medical establishment. What we have discovered would shock anyone to their core. First, we will summarize our

Nndings, and then, we will explain them in detail. References will be placed at the end” Institute for Coronavirus Emergence NonproNt

Intelligence, The Spartacus Letter – Rev. 2 (2021-09-28) | Spartacus livebetternow.substack.com/.../spartacus-letter
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A person who owns nothing is a slave. When "authorities" claim ownership of your body: you own nothing. If they own your body, they

own everything you own. Period. The cause of slavery is idolatry. The cure for slavery is love of God and the First Commandment.

Moses was capable of human agency to lead God's people out of Egypt and to deliver the First Commandment out of the power of his

own personal relationship with God. Likewise, the First Commandment is my stand. God will deliver His people.
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annavi
Joined On 9/21/2021 1:47:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wow ! yes !! truly !!!
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for these powerful words.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of people WANT to be slaves. They want the comforting feeling of a boot grinding down into their faces, crushing it out of

its human shape, forever and ever. And slavery is the proper punishment for idolatry. It happens a lot in the Bible.
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MAR746294
Joined On 3/21/2016 9:53:41 AM
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I can't even get my friends to learn about the vaccine dangers. I hold little hope that they would ever believe this Great Reset could

 happen. They think of America as never losing. They are brainwashed by mainstream media. Many people are just lazy and others

won't face reality. One cousin said not to write her any info politics and this sort of thing is too upsetting for her. Ignorance is bliss

seems to Nt. I am not well educated as far as school, but I try my best to learn what is going on. I may be dead by 2030 as I am a

senior , but I worry for family and the entire world.
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It would be much easier to live on this world walking around impervious to the blatant and obvious evil...living carefree, unaware

of the level of demonic activity everywhere..... But, when wide awake, it is almost painful as we see and hear ..sense and feel ,

the corruption & the deception EVERYWHERE.   But our superpower is that we have God on our side, his words stamped on our

hearts. You sound more intelligent than the savviest intellect as your eyes are open. Book smarts meaning nothing if you're

asleep.
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Most don't even realize we are at war. Or that--to all practical purposes--national governments no longer exist. Globalism is just

waiting in the shadows to formally announce itself at the Great Reset. Kind of a wedding of the technocrat overlords to their

lifelong slaves. This is the betrothal period.  And what a marriage that will be! But how many of the serfs will even mind?  They

sure seem chill with what's already happened. Many clamor for more.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IMO, part of this urgency to "reset" is the huge debt many countries are accumulating. Everyone has heard the Democrats talking about

"Debt Forgiveness". They want to pay off everyone's college loans. When all these countries collaborate for this reset, the plan is to

have a new currency and RESTART (reset) the debt clock. Citizens will all be equal based on a social scoring system. The more you

conform the richer you are. There will be no debt because you won't own anything. You can't buy anything like a car or house so you

have no debt. Countries will align themselves accordingly.

That's why Nazi Pelosi is spending money like it's the "end of days". You hear her and Joe say this $3.5 trillion stimulus will cost

nothing. What they mean to say, it will cost nothing after the Great Reset. So, it is the end of days the way we used to know it.

Essentially, we will become slaves. The wealth we accumulated our entire life will be zeroed out. Those that chose not to play nice in

the sandbox will get a big fat ZERO on their social credit score. Those of us that have made it this far with little drama and "DID IT MY

WAY" will be outcast. If you don't follow their indoctrination policies you will be put in prison.

The naysayers that successfully debunked the system, refused to be brainwashed, refused indoctrination, refused their deathcare, and

succeeded without breaking any laws today will now be charged as TERRORIST tomorrow! As a terrorist, or anyone put on a "watch

list", you will have access to NOTHING! Laws will be passed that prevent you from even making your own gun powders or fuels.

Growing your own food will become a crime. With no currency and no access to any digital platforms, you won't even be able to have a

private business.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is some talk of retirement pension funds either being heavily borrowed against or robbed in many European countries.
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Real, all these states that did the radical lockdowns and mandates are Democrat. Democrats aren't crazy. They were testing the

waters to see how bad the pushback from citizens would be. That's why they allowed the riots to go unchecked. People were

literally burning down cities with no consequences. Everyone, including most Democrats agreed this made no sense. It does

make sense if you use each state as a model to see how far you can push people before they snap. Gretchen Whitmer, the

Michigan Governor, is a prime example. NOTHING she mandated made any sense!

Remember her BANNING THE SELL OF SEEDS so you couldn't grow your own food??? You couldn't put your boat in the water to

go Nshing UNLESS you were her husband. They even arrested a guy who was PADDLE BOARDING by himself! Everyone was

going "how insane is the woman?" She's perfectly sane. She was following orders. When they raise the US Dept to the point that

we can't pay it off the economy will collapse. Property taxes will be jacked up 300 to 500% over present and everyone will

declare bankruptcy. That's the day we "RESET". Biden has already made off the cuff remarks hinting of all of this. He's the little 3

year old that repeats everything his mommy and daddy say.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, JamNjim, this false pandemic has been the perfect storm for the growth of the debt of all countries. Countries around the

world have applied different strategies to combat the coronavirus pandemic, but almost all have done something in common:

increase their public spending to face the health crisis and, of course, to purchase “vaccines” at exorbitant prices. . In addition

to health expenditures on expensive and often harmful drugs, most governments have offered Nnancial help to people and

businesses Nnancially affected by the paralysis brought on by the pandemic.

In addition to an increase in international public spending, the sharp fall in tax revenues as a result of the paralysis of activity,

has also generated something very worrying. It has led the world public debt to reach its historical maximum and for the Nrst

time to be close to 100% of the international Gross Domestic Product (GDP). For the Nrst time in history, global public debt

equals the size of the world economy. In the United States, public debt amounted to approximately 60% of GDP on the eve of the

global Nnancial crisis just over a decade ago

Of course, this will be used so that companies that present defaults are added to the list of large corporations. The new world

economy includes the introduction of a digital currency, a universal basic income, travel vaccination requirements and the

"Global Debt Restoration Program." A continuous cycle of lockdowns until 2021 or beyond will eventually lead to an international

economic collapse. Governments around the world will offer citizens an attractive outlet by promising to eliminate all personal

debts. The upcoming closure plans are consistent with the "Grand Reboot" plan outlined by the World Economic Forum and

Event 201, both funded and driven by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, which seeks global compliance with vaccine trials

and modiNcation human genetics.
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jamNjim
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Yes Gui, you summed it up very well.
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Private property rights are America's foundation. Pay attention to the democrats proposed tax designed to eventually take private

property, the stepped up basis tax on property that has not been sold. This is like a wealth tax, designed to tax small business and

farms out of existence. Where are a the "QUESTION AUTHORITY" bumpers stickers from 40 years ago?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

You can get 'em online: www.cafepress.com/mf/8451772/question-authority_bumper-sticker?product..
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What Biden proposes we actually had as law before Trump reign.  If you inherit the family farm - the government makes you get

it apprasied, worth 2 million they say, so you owe death tax on it.... which was some 50% or 1 million dollars.  So, yes masses

gave up their farm by selling it - and there was a time limit on the sale, I think 9 months, so it was worth 2 million, sold for 1

million and you owe tax on that at about 40%.  So, many people went into big time debt to keep the farm.  Like Governor  Chrisit

Noem of So. Dakota.  Who would make a wonderful president!!
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Well , all this done on the basis of Nat printed money! Most Americans still do not know the FED is privately owned and many died so it

could be formed like the three who opposed it sailing on the Titanic. Most Americans do not know true history ,how the Bolsheviks

took over Christian Russia , murdered the royal family and killed (starved to death ) around 30 million people! Most Americans do not

know that these people have been ruling America for years and have used them to control oil, trade and gold . Wake up FFS it is

already probably too late ?
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psgoodwin
Joined On 8/18/2006 5:12:17 AM
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Right on Lenny, our accepted history is inverted, not just the events you mentioned,  it applies to pretty much all our history ,

including the most hallowed, Germany and Hitler being the righteous,  and the most famous so-called purge of a certain group,

being the most outrageous lie ever promoted, Victors write the history, the victors of then, are the same criminal structure

perpetrating this Covid/great reset scam. They can't be criticised, as they hide behind their shields of political correctness. We

are not able in this mind controlled society, to call a spade a spade.....some countries, laws have been enacted to make it illegal

to tell the truth, punishable with jail.....that is the backdrop of current events.
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It is never too late.  Push back at every chance.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Disaster capitalism on steroids! And can you tell the State is desperate to keep this disaster going as long as possible!
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The purpose of a psyop is to convince you that there is no return to normal. Everything they own and try to implement DEPENDS on

OUR compliance. That can be done by psychology or by force. Force they don't have. Police and the military would Ngure to what

extent they became useful idiots. They hold the key to freedom or slavery. Just ask George Washington.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ever wondered why there appears to be world governments consensus on imposing  the Great Reset rule book on you the electorate

who unwittingly voted them into power?  The globalists have been training their own puppets since 1992. The “Young Global Leaders

Programme” started by Klaus Schwab in 1971 recruited names such as Angela Merkel, Bill Gates and subsequently others “with weak

personalities but well trained rhetorical skills” as graduates of the Schwab school of sophistry - Macron, Trudeau, Ardem and no doubt

many others now in positions of power and inuuence speaking with one voice to suck you into the creeping totalitarian takeover of

democracy or what’s left of it.  

So warns Reiner Fuellmich in his summary of the globalist conspiracy to achieve destruction of economies, make populations

dependent on globalist supply chains, shifting wealth from the bottom to the top i.e. already super rich billionaires, with their twin aims

of population reduction and installing world government under the United Nations, which is now also under Schwab’s World Economic

Forum control. “The Corona Investigative Committee has extremely incriminating evidence, proving that the ‘pandemic’ never had

anything to do with health…. we are dealing with megalomaniac psychopaths and sociopaths, who should have been stopped a long

time ago”.  Good news but I hope this evidence is held securely and that the committee members have bodyguards. And who will hear

this evidence in a court of law when even the judiciary may have been corrupted, bribed or blackmailed into compliance?

https://youtu.be/V2YZAnKeGmM
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When medical independence is itself in decline, what hope for an independent judiciary? Who would have thought either was a

possibility, let alone already a reality in part? The bottom line is that anyone can be bought out, and a system that allows this to

happen is uawed. The failure of capitalism is that it allows concentrate of wealth in a few elites who then become so powerful

that they are then able to buy the rest out. Democracy cannot perhaps be successfully married off to capitalism. May be a social

democratic model could work(?). I believe Sweden is one such, where there appears to be true collective participation in

decision making. The US is perhaps in need of a a new political movement.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course, cabochon, these are psychopaths and megalomaniacs who lead the world to genocide and destruction. Biden's

political and medical tyranny is reinforced by insanity. New York Governor Hochul claims that God created vaccines and wants

you to take them. The apostles seem to be the people who have fallen into menticide. Situation Update, Sep 29th, 2021 - Build

Back BUTTER - End Times Comedy Hour with the Health Ranger www.brighteon.com/bfa6ab4e-7f89-47ed-a7da-814cf266f7f7
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok got it, Guillermou. Lightening up is a good policy from time to time, without abandoning the main goal  which from my point

of view is to alert as many others as I can to the truth.  “Build Back Butter” - the perfect slogan to raise the uag through humour

-  also a powerful tool to try heal the hypnotised and brainwashed. For years we had satire programmes on UK TV, even on BBC,

that took the proverbial p*** out of the ridiculous mouthings of politicians etc, such as ‘That was the Week that Was’ and ‘Have I

Got News for You’.  

Perhaps Health Ranger could  hire  satirist Ian Hislop and comedian Paul Merton to start a new on line show featuring Biden’s

McNuggetts and Governor Hokum’s religious devotion with her vaccine necklace and satanic idolatry.  However, in spite of my

life being a “cosmic joke”, the blink of an eye or the brief uickering of candlelight in terms of the universe, I still hope to make a

difference, if only to my nearest and dearest who will have to live in the hell being carved out for us after my own uame is

extinguished.

Proximac - perhaps you are right but nobody said capitalism was perfect.  With proper checks and balances it can still work.

The problem is that these are either not in place or have been torn up with impunity by the power usurpers.  In other words, we

are at war. Just thought I’d mention that.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the link. I'll add the video to my collection.
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Someone2n
Joined On 6/1/2008 7:00:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Greetings. For many years I have thankfully beneNtted from Dr. Mercola's wisdom, and have enjoyed member comments. Very grateful

to Dr. Mercola. However, lately over the past couple of months, it seems that a few members have monopolized the comments section

with lengthy and consecutive viewpoints. In addition, it seems that some of the members comments that I previously enjoyed are no

longer posting. I mean no disrespect, but I no longer enjoy reading the comments section. Disappointed. It would be helpful if

members did not monopolize this space and if they would be kind enough to keep postings brief and by not posting constantly.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this was done in the 1940s.........and really  How much has changed ?? watch to the very end......My My , My  sound just like todays

standards... www.youtube.com/watch   just like 2021....!!!!!!!!
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Walt Disney blocked your video, copyright
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

00         works for me  and a few others.....maybe the Jews who censor most the internet   don't like you....
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow - did you see the fox actually wasn't reading a Psychology book - www.hitler.org/.../Mein_Kampf  - someone on pinterest

had a copy of the original script - I hope this comes out ... it https://pin.it/f7sbJmM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes   .......WELCOME~~~~~~~~~~~said the spider to the uy. this justin twodoor is not the real one its a actor...same with schwab

 and biden and most the others... Voice pattern mis not the same....eye distance and pattern is not the same.....this world is run by a

pack of actors and feisty fakes .....6 months ago m biden could even read a teleprompter. now his is like a canary..babbling on and on.

'Pedo Twodoors  just want to get a few more kids from Firstnations people...Native kids makes better adrenaline tainted blood he sips

on  ....His Old Roomate took the hit for them making kiddyporn in their dorm rooms...guys just another mouth/pedo  lurkingfor his next

 little buddie......
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe the Reset is inevitable. I also believe it is destined to implode due to insider Nghting and its unsustainable nature. That said,

maybe we can soften the blow. Find some way to outlast this. Rejecting the jab is supposed to be horrible because you will be kicked

out of their society. And by Their society they mean the Reset cult's. The WEF is very upset at how Americans have held out so long.

The aspiring overlords published an article, complete with a diagram puzzling over how to manipulate humans--whom they no longer

seem to understand. They really want to needle us all.

I WANT to get kicked out of the New Abnormal Society. I want no part of it. "But without the vaccine you can't go to restaurants, stores,

pubs, social venues...." Hello. Read some of the WEF "predictions" or plans for their future slaves. (For they will own your body if they

can subject you to medical experiments as they see Nt. You will own nothing. Including yourself.) Restaurants, stores, pubs, social

venues are meant to go the way of the dodo. This carrot will be yanked away before you have had a decent nibble of it.

"But without the vaccine I can't keep my job. Or get my college degree." They want to end most jobs and careers anyhow. That college

degree will do you no good after the Reset. They plan on keeping most of their chattel useful as test subjects it seems. In Covid-19

and the Great Reset, Schwab muses how the livestock will be fed with Gates's lab grown synthetic food as society collapses--so long

as they stay current on their boosters! They just happen to support something called Transhumanism. Make of that what you will.

Will they let us fringe weirdos break off and live primitively in the boonies? Maybe. If the only alternative is a body bag I'll still accept

that as an alternative. The globalists use different methods than the fascists or communists. They cannot be conquered with ordinary

warfare techniques. You can't shoot someone scheming in a remote Swiss village.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"These patients deserve to be heard" : The failure of hospital personnel to report adverse "vaccination" reactions of patients to VAERS:

 rumble.com/vmncez-these-patients-deserve-to-be-heard-vaers-whistleblow..
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those who haven't seen this; Good will win! Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, JD- Summary of Nndings of the Corona Investigative Committee.

!5 September 2021. www.youtube.com/watch
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annavi
Joined On 9/21/2021 1:47:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Problem is that vid accounts for 65663 views in 2 weeks. A vid of football, like PSG-Reims got 7.8 million in a month ...
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

annavi...naysayers and trolls. You do nothing but many others are active Nghting this.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks a lot, he is my hero along with brave doctors.
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Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch  Watch what Beentheredonethat posted, Reinor Fuellmich validates everyone's predictions here, and

having it all in one place and put together with all the details makes it so understandable and curable!!  YES curable !!  There is

hope, however little hope for those who got the vaccine.
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annavi
Joined On 9/21/2021 1:47:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

imbécile
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been reading Dr. Mercola mails and the comments for several years, buy his products and can't thank him enough for all he is

doing. And all the advice I Nnd here still leaves me without an answer as to what I could do . It seems to be so easy for some  people to

say we should resist, don't get the jab, walk around without a mask when the reality is like this: I can't get into a grocery store without a

mask , I can't uy home (Germany) from my place of residence (USA) and I can't participate in my usual social activities. So far, I can

live with that, but looking at the speed with which Biden is proceeding I assume it won't be long before he'll freeze Social Security

Accounts for unvaccinated.

At age 76, living alone with my cat in a 2 bedroom condo, no relatives and no friends left I can make ends meet with my Soc.Sec.

money and a private retirement plan. But without part of that income and limited assets I will not be able to sustain myself for very

long. So, WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO DO , when (not if)  that happens? Buy a plot on the cemetery? And I am sure I am not alone in this,

it will  probably hit thousands of people . Any good advice????? Anyone???
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annavi
Joined On 9/21/2021 1:47:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People !!! There are among us some able and good ones that could set up means for regrouping and help one another as I just

said below. There is no other alternative than that. 'They' are united to exterminate us and unless we don't regroup, we'll be

culled without need of gas chambers, get it ? Two of my grandparents died in Auschwicz and were sent there NOT by the

Gestapo but by the French police, he !

Dear Ina, we're all afraid, even my daughters aged 30-32 !!! For myself, having known too much what mankind is about, I hope I

won't cry too much when the day will come.
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mkr8570
Joined On 9/17/2021 10:56:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of people are in similar situations. Find a local Church is my best advice. All of us will have to forge a way forward. We will

all have to stick together and help each other. My prayers are with you. The saying "It takes a village" is taking on a completely

new meaning.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is strange. Why you can not uy to Germany? Many my friends got back. One trouble is quarantine but it depends on country in

Europe.
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Freeze social security?  and thus Medicare...  The people on social security will die soon enough, I don't think the youngsters

would approve of this and thus Biden's poll numbers would go to 22% approval.  Senate wouldn't pass it either. Walk into stores

without the mask - wait until someone tells you to put it on then wear it lose, letting it droop. Listen to this video and know

others are working to kill this agenda and restore sanity:   www.youtube.com/watch
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Ina your feelings are understandable in the face of an iron Nst in the velvet glove of fake health concern and brutal coercive

measures that damage it.   Each person alone can do very little I think, it is that small force exerted by the individual combined

in numbers that is strength.    Totalitarian regimes do eat themselves, but the concern is for those who pay until that happens.  

In order not to become hopeless, I remind myself that there are brilliant, educated, ethical people who are joining forces under

the radar to turn back the tide, and it will take time.  These constructive forces will grow in size, never encompassing everyone,

but they do not need to, just enough to reach a tipping point.  It will happen!  You have not yet lost your money, and it is possible

of course in the future that that will happen, it is also possible it won't given there is growing pushback.
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The "Great Reset" starts out with a stolen election, and ends with submission to forced gene therapy.
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forbiddenhealing
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Just as our media deNned Russians and Arabs as enemies, internally we were divided into the obedient goody-twos and the

independent deplorables...Funded by CIA, multinational monopolies and the ChiCom, our turncoat actors in power promoted every

divisive "cause" in race, gender, guns and party politics to promote an air of public acceptance for endless economic warfare and

domestic control; hyper security/surveillance/censorship and "emergency" suspension of civil rights and free speech.

Now those who insist on their constitutional freedoms have become an internal enemy class; The Dreaded Anti-Vaxxers, a veritable

threat to zombie believers in government integrity and idiot science. This repetitious coercion and mass paranoia has spawned a

"Suicide Cult" ...Drowning masses have been made to think Fauci-PNzer is a life jacket and not a death-blow to civilization or their

bodily persons. This tired script has been followed through history in one form or other for man to enslave man. I'd call it a rat-eat-rat

world since dogs are more honest and noble creatures.
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Well expressed Randall, "the drowning masses have been made to think that Fauci-PNzer is a life jacket and not a fatal blow to

humanity." The Covid "pandemic" was fully orchestrated. Dire predictions were made based. With the PCR test they intentionally

run on cycles so high it produced 97% false positives. This was the beginning of the road to menticide. Dr. Fauci himself states

that masks should be worn despite the double vaccination. Then the vest did not prevent wearing a muzzle. PNzer itself now

admits that its vaccine loses its effectiveness over time. According to Fauci, it is only good for 8 months, and he can expect that

period to be shortened. In Israel, the Minister of Health is already advocating for booster injections every 6 months.

If bioweapons damages in the US, UK and EU were accounted for, unreported, we would know that there have been many

thousands of deaths and millions of injuries associated with the vaccine. The databases are otcial data and medical staff are

fully aware that hospitals and physicians rarely, if ever, report adverse reactions to the Covid vaccine, but instead attribute the

deaths and illnesses caused by the 'vaccine' to Covid itself. Independent experts have concluded that only 1% to 10% of adverse

reactions to vaccines are reported. Distinguished scientists and physicians have concluded that the mRNA "vaccine" interacts

with the Covid virus in a way that allows it to escape the immune response. The consequence is new variants. And there is

growing evidence that the vaccinated can infect the unvaccinated.
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This powerful evidence from senior scientists is kept out of the media. The CDC, NIH, FDA, AMA, WHO, hospital administrators

and executives of large health care organizations, university and public school administrators, Democratic politicians and

employers pretend not to know the evidence that accuses the vaccination program and would easily condemn the citizens.

intentional homicide program if the case could be taken to court. The scientists and doctors who are raising the alarm are so

well known that it is impossible for the CDC, FDA, NIH, AMA, and hospital and university administrators not to know about them.

These data and many more tell us that we are facing a planned corruption that leads to an endless genocide and that will end up

granting the globalist elites more power, while humanity collects the charity of bread and onion as a result of its ignorance or its

social discrimination .
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For all who care, my Mercola Family, I’m doing much better this week. Just a bit tired and I am trying to eat the 5 lbs back that I

lost!  Anyways, I went to meet with the couple who hired me to play NYE at their large community clubhouse to pick up my

deposit yesterday.  The woman was incredulous that I hadn’t taken the injection!  I told her about the Ivermectin and they had

never heard of it. She had it last year and went to the hospital. What was strange to me though was she told me that a shot of

Remdisivir cleared her right up!?  Interesting. I have 3 dead people that were given it. Shut their kidneys down!  Yes this is evil

verses God. Let’s do what someone said on here and pray daily. Good hearted people took this and we all know some.
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The vaccn life jacket appears to be failing quickly, especially in highly vaxxed countries. Nevermind suppressing the immune

systems of an entire population, how stupid is that? Time will tell?
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forbiddenhealing
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This brainwash runs deep, refuses de-programming and reminds me of Jonestown and the Kool-aid.   Many apparently normal

looking people have their heads buried in the sand and refuse to even listen to contrary facts?  They are scared to death and

struggle at rescue as they try to drag you down....why my vocabulary has degenerated into 4letter words and grunts...One would

have to be oblivious to reality to believe The Vaxxx is effective when the vaxxxed not only drop like uies but fear the un-vaxxxed;

the most absurd of big lies.   Soon clotted cancerous autoimmune victims will Nll mass graves...so it goes.
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Wow, Randall, succinct and well stated! Yes, rats, that's the word that came to me yesterday. And if there's a global blackout?

We'll Nnd out what rats do.
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So are sheep. Sheep are warm-blooded, gentle, timid, herd animals. Nothing like the Covid zombies. They see me as dangerous

for having non GMO cells. I see them as dangerous because they're mentally unhinged, unstable, and prone to violence due to

their hysteria.
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When you change the way you look at things.... The things you look at will change!       Dr. Wayne Dyer. I have been reading this Mercola

news web site for more than ten years. It was then a wellspring of highly functional info about health and wellness regardless of age

or occupation status. I joined the Mercola blog crew in late 2015 as now there was dire tone on the horizon that indeed BIG PHARMA

was now in bed with BIG BROTHER the overlord.  Feeling the freedom to stick my two cents in, I do. This wellness evolution now has

become our mental health campaign to insure our physical health is as robust and just, and continue to defend us surviving and

thriving a manically blueprint, of a well advertised New World Order.  (G.H.W.  Bush)  Many of us are witnessing in real time, the

launching (CV19 2020) and the culmination of agencies destined to rule and regulate us.  I wish us all well.

This absolute slow destruction of your mental/physical health is the fear and the tool employed. Our future viability is in the hands of

critical information being exchanged at the near speed of light as that is how quickly fact and info now travels. At no prior time in

history has lies and B.S. traveled in  such global circumferences that it's suppression becomes political priority.  We are thus well

engaged in the Orwellian 1984 fabled outcome.    Fiction has become fact.  Indeed it's time to "change the way we look at things"!
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Interestingly, I keep getting invitations to attend major Nnancial conferences, the next, in Paris, France,

www.parisinfraweek.com/sites/default/Nles/EUROPLACE_IW2021_FinalAgend..   and a week later a whole week in Ireland.

 climateNnanceweek2021.ie  My own thinking has been on line since 2009 where I set it out thus: "Free enterprise? - Free enterprise is

founded upon the concept of the manager of the business owns the business. Ownership is an inalienable freedom; the right to own

your own life, work, home, thoughts, et al. In which case, freedom also applies to the inventive and industrious, as the right to own the

product of their industrious intellect. No different to an artist or writer; owning the right to their work. Thus free enterprise is an

inalienable freedom; the right to own the business they have created. Just as employees are free to work, or not, in any such free

enterprise." chriscoles.com/page3.html  

In turn, these constant invitations lead me to believe that, while there are indeed those that have set into motion the Great Reset; there

are many that can see through to another way to look at humanities underlying problems. No, I do not intend to attend in person as I

remain unvaccinated and thus cannot attend without a "Health Pass", but I do harbour the thought that while there are great

challenges, there are those that do not agree with what is going on and that, in time, we can return to a normal life. One last thought

that keeps coming into mind is that phrase; "Own nothing and be happy" . . . which turned on it's head becomes; you were once seen as

a Billionaire who kept saying that, so you will not object when we take all those billions, hard assets as well as the money . . . and put

them to better use for the regeneration of humanity, back to a normal existence of human freedom? By their own words . . . they give it

all away.
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Yes, ChrisColes,  the rule of law, such as freedom, security, private property and equality before the law, aims to achieve its

greater effectiveness, providing them with a base and a material content, based on the assumption that the individual and

society are not isolated and contradictory categories, but two terms in implication reciprocal. The Great Reset Nghts against the

rule of law. The Capital Code is an eye-opening book by Katharina Pistor that explains how capital is created behind closed

doors in private law Nrms. The law selectively "codiNes" certain assets, endowing them with the ability to protect and produce

private wealth.

Pistor describes how they pick and choose between different legal systems and devices for the ones that best meet their

clients' needs, and how techniques that were Nrst perfected centuries ago to codify land ownership as capital are being used

today. to code stocks, bonds, and ideas. and even expectations, assets that only exist in law. Holders of capital claim the law for

themselves by confronting the sovereign people who are desperately trying to regain control over their own destiny.

If the ability to create or secure private wealth is codiNed in law, as I have argued throughout the book, then the power to control

the codiNcation of capital is key to the distribution of wealth in society. It is easy to agree that the state must protect property

rights and enforce contracts. More important, but less frequent, is the question of who determines which assets or claims

deserve to be codiNed as property or receive legal protection on par with property rights. This has largely become a matter of

private choice, a choice that is most often exercised by current or potential holders of the capital itself. In other words, a

re-feeding of the capital of the most powerful.
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One could, for example, leverage the code and its modules to empower others who have experienced the rule of law primarily

from below: as losers in battles for land, knowledge or nature, as risk carriers in their unwitting majority of a Nnancial system

that beneNts primarily the one percent at the top, or as workers in companies whose expectations of future earnings are denied

the same protection that shareholders' expectations of future earnings have easily received.

It is a violent rupture of the social order, a true revolution, or, failing that, the further erosion of the legitimacy of law as a means

of social ordering. Revolutions to overcome capitalism have been much less common than Marx and his followers have

predicted. Sadly, history has been illustrated by unbridled attacks against independent judiciary and the free press, not only in

relatively young democracies, but also in countries with a long tradition of democracy and the rule of law, such as the United

Kingdom and the United States. . If these trends continue, naked power will once again dominate the legal order, as it has for

most of human history, and everyone will be worse off for it.

press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691178974/the-code-of-capital
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ChrisColes - ARE YOU planning to attend one, to Nnd out more about what may be occurring?
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rrealrose No, I cannot personally attend being unvaccinated; the same applies to even local meetings such as lunch club or

garden club. In the main I do my best to get registered for as many as possible so that, when the dust settles, as it will

eventually, I may still be on their lists for an invite in person. Agreed, the only way to make such meetings work is face to face

conversations; body language tells so much words cannot convey. So I watch the video's and wait.

Guillermou We are the carriers of future thought, of the ideas and concepts that the children will need to enable a return to

some form of civilisation. Here I am reading Tragedy and Hope, the History of the world in our time by Carroll Quigley and his

description of Spain during the 1930's is fascinating, the chapter 43 titled: The Spanish Tragedy, 1931 - 1939. I look forward to a

possibility of a conversation that will tell me what you think about that small piece of history.

www.wanttoknow.info/war/tragedy_and_hope_quigley_full1090pg.pdf
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Yes, the billionaires will be very 'happy' when their blood money is redistributed to those they have harmed!
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The great reset will make me rich.  Illegals will work for nearly nothing so as a contractor I will be low bidder and they have great skills

I can sell for a lot more than it cost me using fellow Americans. Provide a trailer and running water, an outhouse and I'll be in business

with plenty of help, most skilled to do anything needed but talk to the customer, which is good.   Can probably run a whorehouse and

have child pornography on the side too.  Maybe even run for House since illegals will love me and vote for me.  Seriously is this kind of

thinking we want in the future. Not in Alabama.
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Already been happening up and down the I-95 corridor, with illegals from Korea and other asian countries paying off their

transport to the US as dishwashers and kitchen help. Live in houses converted to dorms. Wake up, please!
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This already happens in California. Illegals line up in front of Home depot and Lowes every morning. Contractors pick the crew

they want for the day... Farmers do the same. The cheap hotels are full of people with backpacks and trash bags full of clothes.
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they want for the day... Farmers do the same. The cheap hotels are full of people with backpacks and trash bags full of clothes.

The homeless population has tripled but all the houses are still full. People want to know what the world will look like...

California is already there.
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cometcal
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:07:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only way to possibly turn this around is by insisting that the US Supreme Court overturn Ruth Bader Ginsberg's Citizen's United

ruling.

Web search how this put big corporations in control of our lives.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The great reset isn't about changing your life or building back better, it's obviously and clearly, only about ending all life on this planet.
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Simplegoy
Joined On 9/30/2021 11:04:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch
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wink0069
Joined On 4/1/2018 7:01:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canada has an idiot for a Prime Minister who has his head so far up Klaus Schwab’s ass so that all you can see is the heels of his $600

shoes
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch  done by Cash and a dozen more.......
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PenelopeI
Joined On 5/4/2020 12:28:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it possible that the vaccine IS the chip?  Some people insist that metallic nanoparticles and graphene are ingredients in the

"vaccines."  The theory is that it is possible with the powerful emf force of the 5G transmitters which are being put in place to

manipulate the heart rate, etc of anyone harboring these nanoparticles. Rather sketchy indications that this might be happening:  the

ability to manipulate emotions of rats remotely via implants; Japanese govt twice rejected 1 million vax doses due to "contamination;"

 reports by Spanish govt of Nnding graphene in the vax; graphene isn't magnetic but acts w metallic particles to form a system;

tremendous, secret experimentation by the "elite" with graphene.

Go to globalresearch.ca and search within their site for "graphene" for more data.  Just scan the titles that come up & pick out those

pertaining to identiNcation and manipulation of people. nobulart.com/covid-19-vaccine-ingredients    Link begins:   "On 20 August

2021 Dr. Robert Young published his team’s Nndings after analysing the four dominant COVID-19 “vaccines” using Phase Contrast

Microscopy, Transmission and Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy. Their Nndings both conNrm

and expand upon the prior investigations carried out by Dr. Pablo Campra (University of Almeria, Spain) and Dr. Juan F. Gastón Añaños

(Hospital de Barbastro, Spain). These Nndings . . . ."   Please look!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, I forgot.  It appears that many people have found that a small magnet will stick to the vax injection site, but not to the other

arm.  I am going to test this personally on a few people who've taken the vax.  The Dr. Robert Young link above tells you what

metallic nanoparticles his team found in which "vaccines." I know it's easy to dismiss all of this as too cartoonish to be true.  But

it cannot be the case that TPTB are going thru this entire covid business just to mandate vax passports.  

They cd easily get us to sign on to an international ID:  Just crash the monetary system, offer an exchange of the new currency

or credits for dollars.  "As the new currency is international it requires an international ID/credit card."  People wd have to sign on

to this-- no problem. Clearly the passport/credit card is NOT the major goal of TPTB.  They are OBSESSED with getting the vax

material into our bloodstream.  I submit that they are unable to use for manipulation the doses already injected so long as there

exists a large cohort of unvaccinated to prevent springing the trap.
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow!  This is so much information (nobulart.com) Thank you for this!  www.bitchute.com/.../idVX5LTyg15z   I couldn't Nnd the

original one she did about this, but this one will sutce on the nano particles.  Tinier than a cell - we have this technology and it's

scary.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

We may "get it", but the corporations are all in on it... so what chance do we have? 85,000 more Haitians are on their way through

Mexico, are they coming for our jobs?
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Haitians will not need a job.  They will get free money, housing, etc.  In return they will vote for the Democrat party.  They are

being spread among the swing states, at least the ones that have already arrived.  What chance do we have you ask.  The Great

Reset will not work/win.  It is too much for any demonic force to handle.  Push back every chance you get.
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Joined On 7/29/2021 5:50:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The UN agenda 2030 has now been moved forward 7 years so clearly because the sheep were fooled so easily, mr global and his

cohorts (who must be so thrilled their plan was executed with little resistance) can now aim for 2023, however these evil “elites” will

soon get their just desserts when Almighty God sends his Son to put an end to their plan 

🙏
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Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I found this a nice postable to your friends on social media (not overly technical) summary of why you should stay away from the

vaxxes: odysee.com/@bellabiancaneve:0/dr.ardis-interviews-dr.carrie-madej:a  I made my comment about the end of it regarding

possible cure/treatment against the bots. Blessings and energy to all cons piracy realists ;-)
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I listened to that guy on your video be cute for way too long, and the girl uirting endlessly, I gave up.   Maybe you should type

what someone says in the video.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Lightning bolt?? At the end of Dr Ardis interview of Carrie Madej, he says (shortened): "I haven't found a supplement yet to remove

nanobots" This is my response: The key is knowing how quickly the nanobots do replicate (studies needed, don't care if it's 'otcial' or

not). Because THE obvious thing is bloodletting. Your bone marrow isn't going to produce nanobots. No magic bullet or special

treatment needed. And also recirculating bloodNltering/cleaning. Not sure if there is any mechanical means of Nltering it but frequency

targeting will probably be very helpful, either at removing, or at destroying through magnetic resonance. (Hulda Clark, dr Robert Beck

blood electriNer, german QuintSystem, anything where magnetic resonance is used therapeutically)

Just need to check how other life components are affected by the targeting frequency. Sorry I haven't looked for it yet, the answer

might not even be hidden. I wonder if it would be possible (acutually with modern computing power I should say "yes, absolutely") to

take a full resonance scan of one person (when healthy to be useful), and re-instate that constellation afterwards if sick. It might be

more targeted intervention than pill-medicine. As mentioned earlier, the elites poisoning the earth are either not from here (poisoning

the planet is deadly for everyone) or they have advanced knowledge on how to cure the illness they are pushing on us.

Please understand me correctly (as it looks like nwo technoblab but it's not): I by NO means endorse such intervening capacities to be

in the hands of anyone else but yourself, or your physician. But I guess they must have something like that, or better. Also, this is still a

mechanical view of health, obviously life is more than functions of one realm alone and thus it might not work, not for long, or with ill

side effects (talking about the 'constellation' map, the frequency targeting of the nanobots is much more straightforward).
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Just saw a short presentation within a longer presentation showing how tiny preprogrammed microchips (with helicopter-like wings)

can be dropped from airplanes and be dispersed on a population by uying down. These chips will have the ability to change our

functioning (transhumanism) and surveil and control us. Just think geoengineering. They're already doing it. Sorry, can't Nnd the link. It

was created by a USA Univ.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedom of personal choice has only ever been an illusion of one's own perception of reality.That is why suicides,law

breakers,wars,Nghts,pollution,madness,the never-ending  misery of humankind exists.As long as humanity embraces its artiNcial

existence embracing its science over mother nature it dooms itself to that illusion.Only end in sight is extinction of the species at it's

own hands.Science Nction ???
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I keep waiting for Abraham Lincoln's dictum to kick in: You can fool some of the people all of the time and all of the people some of

the time but you can't fool all of the people all of the time. Please, people, wake up. Do not go into the virtual gas chambers without a

Nght. If they're going to destroy you, this once great nation, and all that you hold dear, you might as will go down Nghting.
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There will be no Great Reset, which Mercola incessantly harps about. There will be a Great Financial Reset with Rainbow Currency

backed by gold. The Fiat money system will be gone. Dr. Mercola needs to stick to health issues.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Wecke is right,

“Corporations are promoted to being otcial stakeholders in global decision-making (no wonder we can't get rid of Fauci, no matter

how many alligations are brought against him or Gates for that matter), while governments are relegated to being one of many

stakeholders... In practice, corporations become the main stakeholders, while governments take a backseat role, and civil society is

mainly window dressing.”

Proving that Patric Wood was spot on in his book, Technocracy Rising. In the opening Chapter of his book he predicts that,

"The dark horse of the New World order isn't Communism, Socialism or Fascism, it's Technocracy."

While Oligarchs keep pumping the propaganda buzzwords: "Global Reset," "Build Back Better," There's an innocuous sounding signing

on to the new "Social contract" that doesn't get the attention the others receive, but in my view it needs to. Recently, I discovered that

entire books have been dedicated to exploring, "social contract theorem."

Does anyone know if Dr. Mercola or James Corbett et al... have done analysis of this topic?

Thanks.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

This 2030 initiative uows from the UN. It was originally the 2020 and changed to 2030. Basically a one world government and  one

currency. I saw Biden whining in an address to UN in 2016, that Trump had disrupted their timeline for a One World Government! Also

“Build Back Better” was originated at th UNited Nations according to research. They all up to no good!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

eighteen months of utter BULLSHIT ~ the same three front men are still with us ~ Snake Gates and Dr Tony baloney Falsie ~ and the

obsessed Nazi Klaus Schwab ~ still controlling the scenario ~ where is the threatening menace that cries for "REVENGE" ~ revenge for

all the humiliations and amount of excrement that these three aforementioned villains are forcing God's People {I mean all of

humanity} to joyfully consume ~ the SNAKE wants to take away our food {note: "NOT HIS MONEY!}" ~ SNAKE states that it {meaning

his Fake Meat} doesn't taste that good but SLAVES are required to habituate themselves to whatever their Master's feed them ~ Tony

Baloney is still the major THESPIAN of the Western World ~ as to Klaus ~ as the saying goes "once a NAZI, always a NAZI" and true to

his colors Klausie fancies himself as the coming Fuehrer
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They put the fear of dying into us, but we death is imminent.  Bush Sr. warned of a New World Order, "and we WILL be successful".  It

chilled me then as now because I knew he meant it.  Most are going to throw away their Freedom for that false sense of security;

much easier to go on Fakebook and pretend life is a bag of chips.  I see such lapse in common sense and critical thinking it shocks

me.  Walking straight into the Lion's Den!  This all reminds me so much of Lord of the Flies.  And we wonder what happened to

previous civilizations?  I think we know.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Admittedly, it is easier to hire well-qualiNed (unvaxed) employees at this time. However, I have also noticed something else. Although

our operations run even more smoothly due to employee competency, there is something more.  There is no need for masking or

social distancing since work is outdoors. It is a clean healthy environment. We like to hire people to do what they like to do. We Ngure

it is our job to make their work as easy for them as possible and eliminate obstacles.  

Morale is exceptional. It helps that we pay cash weekly. We do not discriminate, but hire based on competency. Have had women
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doing hard physical labor, older workers, people with criminal records.  We are interested in who they are today, not their past. (We will

give them a chance, but their Nrst day will also be their last if they do not meet expectations.) Many employees are referred by other

workers. People know each other by name and are not just a number. Everyone works together and no task is beneath them if they are

qualiNed. We have no problem with workers taking excessive breaks.  Everyone is extremely courteous and prompt. They even show

up for work early! Whoever arrives Nrst opens the gates and shop. They will even do some extra job without pay after hours if they

notice something that needs attention. They treat our property as their own.

There is something else I am happy to see. The older more experienced workers are taking the time to train and supervise younger

workers. Safety Nrst, so we do not have rigorous production quotas, although we prob do better than businesses that have them as we

have no conuicts and very little down time. Employees are very conscientious.  People come to work in a good frame of mind, ready

and eager to work. They take pride in their jobs.  We have happy workers. It will be sad if we get trapped in covid regulations and can

no longer hire people. We can survive better without society than society without our productivity.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just in case anyone wasn't convinced that the Rat Race wasn't enough of a Drag already after generations of toxic degradation, which

of course includes all of the obscene waves generated by Bill G and the like (which essentially have only just come into being, in the

biological interaction with humans sense). So let's just 9/11 what would end up being a variation on the common cold or uu with

proper treatment and introduce a new Endless War on (of?) the Pandemic with any virus you want to put a scary name to (ISIS!), and of

course we all know where the shots are going!
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A small group of people are ruining the lives of billions.  Perhaps the billions need to focus on them.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

. . . the deserving rich. . .
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All I have to say is @$%& Trudeau!
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola is the personiNcation of courage and intelligence in his analysis of what is happening/most likely to happen in our world.

Thank you!  Much appreciation to Top Posters.
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ChristieMarie
Joined On 5/8/2016 8:55:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we are to "own nothing" by the year 2030, that means they are going to somehow steal everything we currently own?
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Really!
Joined On 4/27/2019 12:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't understand this either..... we've worked hard all of our lives, now retired. We've built up our little nest egg, so now what?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

They will not steal, they will "buy" our stuff using their fake money.  Then we can rent our own stuff back, again using their fake

money.
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annavi
Joined On 9/21/2021 1:47:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This ought to be understood once and for all: the solution can not come from one individual, even one of the best as Joseph Mercola.

We are few against the most powerful enemy ever armed with unprecedented tools. We must draw into the picture many many people

to shout a united motto from the largest possible base.  I am grateful to say the least for people like Reiner but if they are a light, they

are not the force that will take us all out of this abyss.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Beentheredonethat2 ... was waiting for such one. check my three blogs: https://mfm-feed.blogspot.com/  ~

israeljetaime.blogspot.com  ~ liberty-too.blogspot.com   Beentheredonethat2 : I didn't expect to Nnd such a moron in Mercola's

commentators but this is a fact. I gladly leave him the spot. It is the Nrst time I do comments anywhere but I thought I had something

to bring up thanks to some 12 years of researching mankind's illnesses. I teamed with the late Barry Chamish who ended up in Florida

where I visited him, and some others, and my 440 blog pages that you can consult freely can prove enough and beyond doubts what I

say. Bye bye and cure yourself of born pettiness ...
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Spartacus COVID letter:  www.infowars.com/posts/damn-you-to-hell-you-will-not-destroy-america-r..
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Urge all to watch and share this video: awakecanada.org/the-complete-documentary-of-what-is-happening-in-this-..
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These criminals are plain stupid. As somebody said: You can broke my bones but you can not harm my spirit. From ancient times

people had something like a cave, later on a land, animals or tools. They owned it and fought for that. Most of people gave brains and

will use it in the best way as possible when times comes. Overall, people are waking up now.
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jadetree65
Joined On 9/30/2021 9:51:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What can we, as citizens, do to combat this?  I've been reading all about this and other related craziness for the last year and I want to

do something about it before it's too late.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are not using conventional weapons. The globalists calling the shots are few in number, cowards, and mostly elderly. Bill

Gates is a junior member. They can inuict violence through rent-a-mobs (hired by Soros) and the cops down under. But these are

not that bright and Nghting them off is the easy part. The favorite weapons are social shaming by use of media psy opp and

economic sanctions. Yes, there will be strike teams, medical kidnappings, and a chance we may be killed at their "quarantine"

camps.

But the most likely scenarios are being shut out of your bank account. Or banned from employment or public education. Or

denied what passes for medical care now.  Prepare to be shut out. Of (mainstream) society and the economy. Which is ironic

since they plan to keep everyone at least semi isolated most of the time and impoverished. David Knight, Andrew Torba, James

Corbett, and the Freedom Cells people have the best idea. Please note the diversity of political ideology there. If we embrace

relative poverty and form intentional communities/colonies and grow/make/build our own stuff we can outlast them. The NWO

will collapse. They are not creative. Nor are the Silicon Valley giants the best or brightest at technology. And they Nght all the

time among themselves. They are nasty people after all.
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/09/30/stakeholder-cap..
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EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They can reset all they want but what they forget is prayer…sovereign God and people who love this country!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen! If this is what Revelation 13 describes--and I suspect it is--it will only last 42 months.
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annsanchdu.edu
Joined On 5/26/2021 9:16:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I usually come in here to read all your comments, and Nnd it heartbreaking what is happening. I never would have imagined. The

problem I see is that nothing is being done. In my household I try to warn those and they think I'm crazy. I feel so helpless. I am in my

late 50's and have adult children that still have a life ahead of them and feel so sad of the future world that is going to be thrown upon

us. I just wonder how much time do we have left.
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annavi
Joined On 9/21/2021 1:47:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No time left unless we make sprout a volcano as in Canary island, and people still chat and chat ...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 9:36:29 AM
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

annavi, the new troll in the neighborhood.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My family is no longer laughing at me. Especially Dad. I showed him the WEF link.
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purrll
Joined On 2/15/2011 10:36:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Klaus Schwab is the real Dr. Evil.
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act8931
Joined On 4/21/2016 8:06:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do we actively Nght this?  I mean to go to the streets. Is there an organizing source for active resistance? The communists have

Antifa & BLM. What do we have?
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annavi
Joined On 9/21/2021 1:47:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is The question !!  The forces of resistance are scattered.  I believe that Nrst of all, they should know who they are, locally.

 There should be one or more good people (and clever and rich enough) that ought to create a site (not sure of the form it

should take because I'm far from understanding the new communication means of today like twitter, instagram and the rest)

that lists them and where you could enter your own name in order to meet one another locally and UNITE.  Then, means of

actions could be decided together.
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annavi
Joined On 9/21/2021 1:47:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The contemporary set up began in 1792 with the 'Double Louis', silver, that bears those words: "Rule of the law, Year 4 of liberty" under

the image of a standing angel writing on a board which title is constitution. Guess who were behind that Nrst step into our acclaimed

modern world !! 44 years ago, I had been introduced by my philo teacher with Etienne De La Boétie who wrote the essay "Traité de la

servitude volontaire", (Treaty of the voluntary servitude), 1576.  I never forgot that and sought answers ever since.

liberty-too.blogspot.com/p/discourse-on-voluntary-servitude.html
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Note: This article is needed to be read by those who believed it was 15 days to uatten the curve or those who believed there was no uu

the past 18 months because masks work or those who believed medical emergency use only whu-uu injections were actually vaccines

or those who thought injection passport papers would be mandated to allow you god given freedom to live your life. Just

conspiracy...yeah right!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

who thought injection passport papers would never be mandated
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wwi8967
Joined On 11/1/2020 7:55:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will this reset be able to take place as long as there is such a high population in all countries?… not everyone in these countries are

uneducated & seem to know what exactly is happening.. which in itself by all likelihood would band together with the masses to unite

as did our forefathers to make certain things didn’t happen the way the elite wishes it to… seems also turning ppl against one another

will only work for a short period of time before it would be noted by the masses… hopefully!
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even the uneducated in 3rd world countries know what is going on - more than we do!  I talk to telephone robo callers until they

are afraid they will lose their job --- they know it's all a hoax, with intentions of replacing us with robots and cheap labor.
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Deppig
Joined On 10/7/2015 3:57:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is actually a great manipulation tactic here. I am Greek and I have seen governments using it for decades. They have a system in

place which is not working properly. They even deliberately make it worse. Then one day they declare it isn't working and they decide

to implement something that is even worse but it is presented as the only solution to the problem. The manipulation here is quite

simple actually. There are always many potential solutions to a problem. But this simple truth is ignored in favor of a narrative that just

features two. Just the two.

The current one, which we already know is not working, and the one that the people in charge decide to force down our throats. It's

either one or the other. I was always amazed at the people's inability to see past this manipulation. For me it was always quite clear.

Reality is never this simple. The way out of most dilemmas is realizing there are many creative solutions available, if one wants to look

beyond what is presented. The options may not always be easy or agreeable, but they are always there.
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annavi
Joined On 9/21/2021 1:47:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, love greece, lived a year near ermioni some time ago. If we cannot tackle the Gates & co, governments are within our reach

but in order to weigh hard enough, we must know each other and regroup !!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 9:32:56 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. Sadly we are not the ones calling the shots. They are.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More censorship fom Youtube: www.rt.com/.../536174-youtube-bans-anti-vax
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carolmalaysia
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It is disgusting that people are not able to hear the truth. It is becoming an honor to be blocked. Thank you, Dr. Mercola. ... COVERING

COVID-19, A DAILY CORONAVIRUS BRIEFING FOR JOURNALISTS. With Al Tompkins, senior Faculty. YouTube gets tougher on

anti-vaccine videos. I know the public is weary of “social media is going to get tougher” stories, and this is another, but it may be a

little more important than it seems. YouTube says it will ban content that spreads vaccine misinformation, starting with the accounts

of two of its biggest sources — Joseph Mercola and Robert F. Kennedy Jr. But it won’t stop there. YouTube posted: At the onset of

COVID-19, we built on these policies when the pandemic hit, and worked with experts to develop 10 new policies around COVID-19 and

medical misinformation. Since last year, we’ve removed over 130,000 videos for violating our COVID-19 vaccine policies.

Working closely with health authorities, we looked to balance our commitment to an open platform with the need to remove egregious

harmful content. We’ve steadily seen false claims about the coronavirus vaccines spill over into misinformation about vaccines in

general, and we're now at a point where it's more important than ever to expand the work we started with COVID-19 to other vaccines.

SpeciNcally, content that falsely alleges that approved vaccines are dangerous and cause chronic health effects, claims that vaccines

do not reduce transmission or contraction of disease, or contains misinformation on the substances contained in vaccines will be

removed. This would include content that falsely says that approved vaccines cause autism, cancer or infertility, or that substances in

vaccines can track those who receive them. Our policies not only cover speciNc routine immunizations like for measles or Hepatitis B,

but also apply to general statements about vaccines. I suspect in the days to come you will see those who are banned play the victim...
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I guess all of the people that work for all of these social media conglomerates and video platforms don't have children...even if

having to follow orders.... anyone with even 1/1000 of a soul would walk away from those wishing to enslave us and our

offspring.
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chiamiller, Suspect some brainwashing or indoctrination occurring in some of these large organizations. Its far easier to do with

8 hrs per day focus on the computer screen! Online entertainment industry run amok, corporate minions may simply be unaware

of the dangers to themselves and their progeny.
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No. Many are taking the message to others who have already left YT or only use the platform for sewing tutorials. Since the Nrst

wave of censorship I look to alt platforms for journalism. They can shut those down. But we have intelligence, creativity, and

resourcefulness. We will Nnd other ways to communicate. Just like the East Berliners did with their clandestine radio station.

And the White Rose with their pamphlets. Truth and the Big Lie cannot co-exist. The mere presence of the former kills the latter.
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In the end, it all comes down to one thing. Any system that does not have compassion and personal freedom at is core, is not

something to strive for. No matter the narrative, no matter the beneNts presented. History is full of examples where the ideology of the

time led to oppression and violence. Although the need to change is great, the problems are real and need to be addressed, the answer

is never a new approach forced on everyone, no questions asked. No different opinion tolerated. It just doesn't work that way.

People making these decisions naturally exempt themselves from complying with the same rules they are forcing on others. So they

have no true incentive to ensure other people will be safe when complying to the mandates they issue. It doesn't concern them,

because they never intended to comply themselves. I actually think it's useful they are pushing their agenda forward at this

accelerated pace. It makes it more probable people will wake up and see what's going on. He have already gone way beyond the

narrative that this is a public health crisis. Great! Time for us to see things as they are.
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"You cannot have a system where the success of some springs from the exploitation of the workers and springs from the exploitation

of the environment and the rest, and we have to correct that."  Amazing that this statement did not come from Josef Stalin or Karl

Marx.  It came from our installed Speaker Pelosi.
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Lionel11, I have noticed that those who are the loudest in accusing others of "exploitation" of workers, etc. are psychopaths and

sociopaths hell-bent on exploiting others, in the Marxist meaning of that term.
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I will Nght to the bitterest end before relinquishing my freemdom.
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Thanks for your courage and integrity.  You are not alone in this Nght.
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"It is the absolute right of the state to supervise the formation of public opinion." .....Joseph Goebbels, Reich Minister of Propaganda

and Enlightenment, Nicknamed The Malicious Dwarf and The Nazi Megaphone
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The Malicious Dwarf. Fauci perhaps too?
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In order for any of this to be accomplished, they will have to reduce the world population by at least 90%. The Global reset has set the

% of each population to be uploaded(these are not vaccines) at 70% with the rest succumbing to the transmission of spike proteins.

So after this carnage is through, they will implement their very speciNc eugenics program from the PUREBLOOD survivors. We are

going to have to go through this culling, After, we will see who is left to Nght in the Army that GOD is selecting right now from among

the PUREBLOODS. If you uploaded, I am sorry for that you made this choice, because many beautiful people with wonderful hearts did

so as well. This is a trial from GOD, plain and simple. The same trial for every human on earth. Be patient.
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Great point that we're already experiencing what the great reset is all about. The controllers are lawless now. This will only escalate if

we don't stand Nrm. Once in control nothing will prevent them from ordering the elderly, weak and disabled to take a poison shot or be

denied food, shelter and clothing. What they plan is a livestock management system for humans.
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I'm saving this article; and the videos separately. It's good to see that we're Nnally getting around to what "covid" is really about! I'll say

it for the hundredth time - This was never about a virus! It's been a total PsyOps, from the beginning!
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I will just comment on the fact that Schwab is a transhumanist. If he is a knowledgeable person with knowledgeable people advising

him, then he knows transhumanism, as it has been stated, is a lie. That's because any knowledgeable person knows that humans are

spiritual beings and do not think with their brains or store their personality there. Of course, Schwab could be a mindless idiot - that is

another possibility.

But assuming these people know that they are lying, why are they doing it? Transhumanism has no practical application for the

average person; it will almost certainly only be available to the wealthy. The narrative that we are just bodies is forwarded by

transhumanism, but seemed to be doing Nne without it. My only guess is, that - like the cold war earlier and many hot wars as well -

this narrative provides cover for funneling enormous amounts of spending into projects that must be kept strictly secret from us.

Though it is obvious that ETs exist, the mainstream refuses to acknowledge this fact, so I am guessing that the secret spending

involves ETs in some way. I know the Mercola crowd aren't really into talk like this, but we are seeing unprecedented deception and

suppression on the planet right now, and normal theories really don't explain it very well. Those in charge must be extremely anxious

about something they can't tell us about. I think the clues to their fears lie off-planet.
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larry_e said, "Though it is obvious that ETs exist, the mainstream refuses to acknowledge this fact, so I am guessing that the

secret spending involves ETs in some way." Obvious ? Really ? Cue the soundtrack from The X-Files ("The truth is out there."),

and Carl Sagan talking about SETI.
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ah-ha yes, the alien invasion is next.... buckle up !
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RhodesianRidgeback
Joined On 3/24/2021 2:14:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, don't forget "Vision 2050". You should cover this also.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about SPARS 2025? They have many contingency plans.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, I suspect they pushed up the date for SPARS 2025, to Sars-Cov2 2020. Jump next to 2030 and as Rhodesian says, again

in 2050.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will it really take them another 9 years to reach "Agenda 2030." I say it will happen by 2025. Tops. They're coming on like a

steam roller and are getting impatient. Maybe the "pandemic" destruction exceeded their former expectations.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Santa "Klaus"....all I want for Christmas is a new C3P0 droid and the R2D2 unit. Especially the R2 unit!   I have no way to feed a

puppy or a pony.    The story, you see...is coming to a theater near you.  No really as in, your own personal life theater.   Warning: this is

not a mirage or an illusion or a block buster movie about a galaxy far far away. Prepare to meet the challenge of the new Frontier!     Or

die trying. Sincerely,  Randroid
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Noory announced at the top of his show in the news segment that  Dr. Mercola and Robert F. Kennedy Jr. are being censored/banned

on youtube now
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They would need a catastrophic trigger for the great reset having now set the stage and measured public acceptance of colossal lies

and weeded out truth tellers. Anyone have a clue on what it might be? How about many elites cashing out their billions in stocks?

Biggest crash ever. And/or hackers working for them taking out DNS servers, crippling the internet. (Iceland only has 1)
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Polo58
Joined On 8/17/2021 6:24:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When is the proverbial going to hit he fan and sort these creeps out?
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

there's going to be a pandemic of high speed lead overdoses among the slaves who will be dumb enough to work for the WEF as fake

presidents et cetera. I will have no sympathy for the assassinated.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

high speed lead overdoses? meaning what, exactly?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The globalists don't like to share. I doubt the puppet dictators they have set up will enjoy the promised reward. I can easily see

Klaus Schwab shrugging if he receives a panicked call from Trudeau, Macron, or Newsom that the castle is being swarmed by

angry peasants. "You're on your own, mein Kind." I think Queen Nancy is aware of this. Leading to her paranoid hostility and

rants about "domestic terrorists!" with barbed wire around her own castle. Despite all the calls to violence there is no civil war.

Probably because their brainwashed puppets are too lazy and cowardly. Civil war might expose them to Covid after all. 3 masks

and a face shield would not be enough on the battleNeld. Plus how could they bring enough hand sanitizer?
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bullets are usually made from lead
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kurlikew
Joined On 5/14/2008 8:33:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My son is turning 14 soon, and I am terriNed for the world he will have to live in! As much as I'd love to be a grandmother someday, I

can only encourage him not to have children - why bring them into this Orwellian nightmare?!  :'( God help us all!
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chinook1ptd.net
Joined On 2/8/2021 6:52:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG  I hear  you   I am a retired nurse  & I feel exactly the same as you I fear for my children & grandkids.  God bless   remember

God is in control.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would love to set up a one-room country school of unmasked, unvaxxed kids. I can see it becoming a movement.

Homeschools are great but not always feasible. Half of my income would be produce. Try to tax that Xiden. Screw Joe Biden!

Screw Joe Biden!
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember my dad saying the same thing, the world has "gone to hell in  a handbasket" some 55 years ago.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been noticing the joyful expressions of these oppressors as they reveal what they believe to be virtuous. Take the short Justin

Trudeau video above or the CEO of United Airlines, standing there in glee as he is introduced by TV news before launching into the

Nring of hundreds and the success of the mandate to get the rest vaccinated. The sheer "rationality" of it all sends them into ecstatic

outbursts, while what they are discussing is shutting out human beings from the ability to work or participate in the simple joys of life.

And for what? Not to protect anyone, vaccinated, unvaccinated, we're all at pretty much the same risk of whatever. Yes, dear friends,

it's all for the Great Reset, the singularity, the technological squeeze in which we lose our individual souls. It's dark, it's really dark. I'm

not participating. I'll go on a hunger strike Nrst. xoxooxox
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Their energy is repulsive.  I, like you, will resist and whilst staying positive, will never take the jab and accept what will come.

Will never acquiesce to satanic psychopaths. I stand true to God my creator, who blessed me with a brain and discernment to

recognize sheer evil.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These large companies will be taking a serious Nnancial hit, as the hiring process to replace someone Nred, is approx 2x that

person's salary. These guys will eventually get caught with their pants down, suspect that time will be coming sooner than later.
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watching the CEO of Quantas airlines, we notice that this guy is "hanging tough" by saying "no shot, no uight". The fool needs to

realize that if his airline was chosen to be shunned by would-be customers, he'd be CEO of Braindead Airlines.  Boycotts do

work, no customers, no money, out of business you go. For this clown to be regaling how tough he is is bizarre. The schlub

probably has a couple weeks of money he can spend before he goes bust. Aussies have hit a patch of rough road and we can

only hope they Nnd a winning way to deal with their idiot politicians. Scum takes all the fun out of living. That said, I expect

bloodshed here in the US. It's either that or we become and act like robots for the rest of humanity's days. War on our

shores......who-da thunk it?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ditto. I admit it brings a nasty sense of "joy" to my heart when I see some "karen" sneer about how we will be shut out of her

Polite Society. How she will be touring the Bahamas next year and will have fun eating steaks at a restaurant with her vaxx pass

once she no longer has to stay home in that 2000 square foot mansion she (now) owns.  "I hope you all die! On ventilators!!!"

she screams in that endearing manner those Polite Sociable vaxxholes have. Hmm. Did she not read the articles or see the

videos posted all over by Fauci, the WHO, Kerry Chant and many others about how we "will never go back to normal"?

It's safe to assume she didn't visit the WEF to learn that they plan on ending commercial uights for everyone by the end of next

year. Or that in the near future her MacMansion will be snatched up by Blackrock and she will be conNned to a rented pod. She

will eat "impossible" lab grown "meat" at home (no more restaurants or stores) in exchange for 5 boosters a year. Which I

suspect she'll like less and less as her health deteriorates.

Trapped in semi isolation. Filled with chips and nano probes. Forced to wear a heavy mask to monitor movements and vitals. No

job or meetings with friends. But she will enjoy a living income with the "social credit score." Kiss the right posteriors on Big

Tech platforms and you will have points to "buy" things with. Including human rights free societies took for granted. Spent only

in ways the technocrat overlords see Nt. We crazy conspiracy theorists tried to warn you, before disappointing you by not dying.

On ventilators. Enjoy your New Normal, honey.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rrealrose, this is a zero sum game. Everybody is supposed to help the bad guy--for the "greater good"--and wink at evil done to

others, if not participating in it to some degree. The cops--especially Aussies--terrorize citizens to keep their own paychecks.

The teachers mask and traumatize kids to keep their jobs. The doctors--ugh--mindlessly follow protocol so they can believe

they're saving lives and keep their posh jobs. All these jobs will be severely downsized in the future. Fewer doctors meeting

patients by screen. Fewer teachers with classes entirely online. Few--if any police. They can use robots. Mostly shaped like

dogs. And drones.

The policeman of the New Abnormal will be some greasy nerd operating remote control weapons that AI is not able to manage.

AI--especially in its current form--is overestimated. And with the Davos Boys running the world I don't see any leaps or bounds

forward in technology.  The NWO is systemically sterile. (Lol.)  Lacking creativity, humor, empathy, moral standards, spontaneity,

honesty or the possibility of friendship or love among one another. They even lack the capacity for enjoying what they steal. Due

to their intrinsic lack of unity and social cohesion--once they get what they want--greed and insatiable lust for power they'll have

to Nght one another.

No one else to battle. Another big weakness. Due to hubris and a mania for centralization (control most etciently) they will

have a few major weak points in their technical system with no back up. Most likely the NWO will collapse a very few years after

it begins. Someone will anger several people. They'll attack the weak point and bring it all down. With more destruction than any

of them wanted. No technical infrastructure makes rule by technocracy impossible. The kings and mighty merchants will look

upon the smoke and wail.
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NigelHowitt
Joined On 2/26/2013 2:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

STAKEHOLDER CAPITALISM IS AN OXYMORON. CAPITALISM RESPECTS PROPERTY RIGHTS AND RESPECTS FREEDOM OF CHOICE.

IT IS A SYSTEM OF FREEDOM NOT OF SLAVERY. STAKEHOLDER CAPITALISM IS MEANINGLESS TERM CONCEALING THE TRUE

NATURE OF LAISSEZ FAIRE CAPITALISM AND ASSOCIATED WITH TYRANNY. QUESTION THE FUNDAMENTALS THAT ENABLE ALL

THE MADNESS. QUESTION GERM THEORY AND THE UNPROVEN EXISTENCE OF VIRUSES.QUESTION THE VIROLOGISTS DEFINITION

OF"ISOLATION" AND SEE THAT IT DOESN'T MEAN WHAT YOU UNDERSTAND TO BE ISOLATION - I.E. SEPARATION FROM

EVERYTHING ELSE! Nigel Howitt - lawfulrebel.com
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article made me think of the FHA COVID-19 Advance Loan ModiNcation that my bank is pushing. My mortgage forbearance is

ending so I requested a Partial Claim (basically putting missed payments at the end of the mortgage). But the bank is pushing this

type of loan modiNcation which resetting the term of my mortgage back to 30 years again and down to 2.875% Nxed interest rate. My

monthly mortgage payment (principal amount and interest portion) is reduced by 25%, but I would be losing the 10 years that I had

paid off already. Plus my missing mortgage payments would be rolled into my new principal balance. The Standalone Partial Claim

option doesn’t change my loan at all - it just adds a lien of the missing payment amount at the end of the life of my mortgage. I told my

bank that I could resume payments, but they said that I had to be considered for the Advance Loan ModiNcation option Nrst.

Does anyone know if getting this Advance Loan ModiNcation would hurt my chances of reNnancing in the future? I called HUD, but

there’s a lack of clarity - they just emailed me text from the HUD website without clarifying the ambiguous text. Ex: My bank said I can

reNnance after 3 months of making payments after loan modiNcation, but HUD said 6 months.  Plus my bank said I have a 15-day

grace period to pay my Nrst mortgage payment since coming out of forbearance, but they won’t send me anything in writing

conNrming that. The website doesn’t say it either so I don’t want to risk using this grace period.  Can anyone provide me with more

clariNcation? I tried searching this on Reddit and Quora, but nothing appears in Google or DuckDuckGo search engines.
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read documents very carefully. A new 30 year Nxed  at 2.875 % sounds great. There is seldom a prepayment penalty. You can

then make bigger  payments to pay the loan off faster if Nnances allow. A lower minimum payment is great in case your income

is low for a while.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 5:49:22 AM
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ElizabethHope, go to a mortgage calculator. Put in the interest rate they are quoting you and the term length that you want. That

will tell you what your payment would be to pay off on your terms. Then pay that amount each month, despite what the actual

payment is. You'll pay it down faster than the actual contract. If you have a bad month, you can pay the amount that is in the

loan contract. I think it's a win for you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 7:16:57 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You want to pay off your loan faster, not slower. Easier to do with a lower mortgage rate, and you do not want to talk to your

banker about doing this, simply overpay a small additional amount more each month, is one way to pay an additional month's

payment each year. Do the math on this, you can see the early repayment beneNt yes? Some banks have penalties for doing this,

am concerned this is what they may be offering, 10 more years with a lower rate appears a bitter carrot to carry.  Will want to get

out from under any large bank, bankers are not your friends. Look up Nnancial planning articles, if possible move to a small

local bank.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 8:25:11 AM
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mkr8570
Joined On 9/17/2021 10:56:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unless you want to reNnance in the next 3-6 months I wouldn't worry about that aspect. If you want to reNnance or if you plan on

selling anytime soon I wouldn't revise your terms. In my experience for them to revise your loan you will have to go through the

paperwork process. Which checks your credit etc. just like it's a new loan. If you plan on staying long term then revising your

terms can be helpful. Lowering interest rate and monthly terms means you can pay more towards the principal. 30 year term

doesn't mean anything unless you only plan on paying the minimum or there are prepayment penalties. Hope that helps some.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 10:06:41 AM
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Make sure their is no prepayment penalty, and that any extra you pay goes towards the principal.  Please pay it off asap

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 8:57:07 PM
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

History always repeats itself, with the ability of a few to control and suppress the many by any means. This time it will be no different

except that many of the 'means' will be new. But the end result will be the same.  Despite the human race being better educated and

informed than ever before, people still succumb to fear and confusion. Emotions haven't evolved at all, and they are our greatest

weakness, leaving us vulnerable to exploitation.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 2:02:41 AM
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a.g6324
Joined On 1/13/2018 3:40:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr Mercola, many thanks for your ongoing research and dedication to reveal the truth and the amazing health guidance. I follow

your articles for many years now. I wrote a predictive novel Nnished in 2012 and punished in January 2020 that effectively shows

exactly the world you’re warning us about in this article. I thought and continue to think that it can help many people reuect on the

dangers of a reset world and open hearts and minds to the need to resist against it. Please have a look at www.thevaticangames.com  

I would like to help to raise awareness. My best wishes, Alejandra Guibert

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 1:36:42 AM
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are fewer and fewer comments everyday. Does this mean that people have already given up when facing with such a huge

worldwide evil force?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 1:34:18 AM
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Guardian30
Joined On 2/12/2008 9:14:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is being stated in this article is the most frightening prediction of life in the future, and we are seeing it unfold already.  Is

this stoppable? We, who choose to not succumb to the vaccine, will live, but the prediction that the vaccinated will slowly die

could change this projectors, couldn’t it?  We are already seeing that the vaccine doesn’t work, and that the vaccinated are dying,

or coming down with Covid again.  Welcome to the string of booster shots, until those eventually kill the vaccinated, and

depopulation is then in full swing.   What horrors await us. The Canadian Charter of Rights and the American Constitution are

being totally ignored. Bill Gates is the devil himself, so overwhelmingly evil, but is just one of many. We will all become slaves to

Marxism and Communism.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 1:52:57 AM
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shillingfortheconk
Joined On 9/30/2021 1:48:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree. I came on here to read all the erudite comments and opinions as I feel increasingly isolated, being surrounded by the

unquestioning sheep.  Just yesterday, a neighbour told me of how ill he became after his vaccination but that his doctor told him

there was no connection! When I raised my eyebrows, he accused me of being “one of those conspiracy theorists”. What to do?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 1:53:15 AM
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Bigfetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is easy for the s.m. platforms to manipulate the comments. Which would give the impression you allude to. However, the

agenda has been rolling out successfully for far longer than current events would indicate where the population has

complied...not that they had much choice. 9 11 was designed to hit the accelerator pedal. I Nrst read of it in mid 70s with Stan

Deyos " Cosmic Conspiracy" where everything going on today was spelled out.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 1:55:18 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2 days ago there were more than 400 comments

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 2:33:53 AM
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prune unit
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because anyone not joining in the embattled echo chamber gets weeded out more and more aggressively, as will this comment

most likely, despite having followed this site since 2004 or 2003.  I've noticed this long before the article time limits, something

I'd like to see the reasoning behind how an expiration is going to prevent censorship or legal action. Can't ask that either.

Even when I went to the clinic in Schaumburg way back then, I asked a simple question about what they were doing in one of

their tests, and the lady completely shut me down and got defensive. It was weird.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 3:08:11 AM
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I received a shock yesterday. The physician who saved my life from a ravaging case of babesiosis was NOT even aware that

ivermectin was both legal and etcacious for treatment of Covid. He was stuck behind the remdesivir truck and didn't think he

could pass. I don't think he was even aware of the hundreds of millions of people saved by ivermectin in India. Thusly, he's not

using it on his patients, me included. I'm guessing at this, but is ivermectin verboten for usage by the majority of physicians who

work for large hospital chains? Is anybody routinely prescribing ivermectin in lieu of lesser compounds?

Some physicians routinely abstain from using ivermectin because they still have in their memories some of the abstentions

generated by inadequate ivermectin "studies" that are done poorly but are still quoted. And, let's not forget that chain employed

physicians are often not allowed to use ivermectin so that death counts keep going up and up. I'm sure Louse Schwab is

delighted at the mere mention of "more and more deaths".  Civil war next?  How much can people take? Is it time to start taking

hostages?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 4:32:29 AM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bahmi0, this week the NYT ran yet another headline on ivermec as "treatment misinformation" ...in BIG pt type. NYT is deeply

stuck in TNI mode: "trusted news initiative"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 4:56:25 AM
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Wenonah02
Joined On 7/25/2020 8:00:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or maybe, 'hunkering down' - as they say in US of A. Here in GB I am hearing of or meeting an increasing number of 'refuseniks'

re the jab - just in my locality alone. Country people like to make up their own minds - They herd sheep and have no wish to

become one.!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 5:33:14 AM
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pam9582
Joined On 3/15/2018 7:11:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think fewer comments has more to do with the 48 hour constraint, Navisos.  That plus trying to read a lot and get ahead of this

madness.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 6:37:24 AM
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djinnc
Joined On 10/2/2011 6:50:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bahmi0 our doc prescribed Ivermectin willingly. It was getting it Nlled that was ditcult. The independant pharmacy we used had

plenty of other prescriptions as well as supplies are gone immediately.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 7:32:10 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Navisos34, some people haven't woke up to this yet. Where before you had a lot of people that would reply, but it would be

against what Dr. Mercola said about the great reset. I think the silence is due to these same people Nnally realizing that it's not

only going to happen, it's ALREADY happening!! Look at the past 50 years and the chain of events leading up to today. Crisis

after CRISIS and it always happens when a Republican is president. Trump didn't cause the China virus just like Bush didn't

cause 911 or the Nnancial crisis, but all 3 events were strategic in the great reset.

Trump threw a wrench in the game plan. Hillary was supposed to get elected. If she had won and then got reelected, they would

have been more prepared for this PLANDEMIC. Early on in the pandemic there were reports that China was working on a

VACCINE for this virus!! The GOF research was completed. The problem was China could not get a vaccine that worked. All of

their animal testing resulted in dead animals. That's when the USA got involved (2017-ish). The proof is "WARP SPEED" and

declaring we would have a vaccine in 9 months. Fox News interviewed a PNzer executive around April 2020. I think it was

Tucker Carlson that did this interview. He asked PNzer how they plan to meet such an impossible deadline set by Trump. The

PNzer rep said, "Oh, we basically already have one........we've been working on one for Sars-Cov-1 and they're almost the same

virus....we'll just make a few tweaks to it and in a few weeks will be doing human trials".

So this was already planned a LONG time ago. Their goal was to have Hillary run distraction for 4 to 8 years and then release

this plague on the world around 2025-2030 when the next Republican president got elected. They would already have the US

population vaccinated. The upcoming Flu vaccines are supposed be a combo-shot for both coronavirus and uu. HENCE,

mandatory vaccinations!! Their goal is end game for all the non-compliers.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2021 9:28:13 AM
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lin2618
Joined On 10/5/2014 8:56:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL THIS IS SIMILAR TO A TIME OF THE HORSELESS CARRIAGE, THE ADVENT OF THE TELEPHONE WITH CRITICS LAUGHING AS

TIME MOVES ON. NO DOUBT WE ARE NOT GOING BACK TO THE HORSE & BUGGY & WE ARE NOT GOING TO REMAIN STAGNATE. THE

RICH & POWERFUL HAVE ALWAYS TAKEN THE LEAD & THE OUTCOME HAS ALWAYS LED TO MORE PROBLEMS. WHAT'S BEING

PROPOSED NOW COULD VERY WELL BE THE BIG ONE, A TOTAL CATASTROPHE, ALL IN THE NAME OF SOLVING PROBLEMS. A

SIMPLE SOLUTION; STOP REPRODUCING. ( 8 ) BILLION PEOPLE TRASHING THE PLANET 24 / 7. JUST HEARD ( 6 ) SPECIES HAVE

BEEN TAKEN OFF THE  ENDANGERED LIST. WHY? THEY'RE GONE. FOR EVER!!! PROBLEM IS, IT'S EVEN TOO LATE TO STOP

REPRODUCING BECAUSE THE PLAN TO REDUCE THE  POPULATION IS ALREADY IN PLACE. EVERYONE WITH MORE THAN ( 1 ) CHILD

ARE TO BLAME FOR THIS MESS WE'RE IN TODAY. CHINA ACTUALLY HAD THE RIGHT IDEA WITH THEIR ONE CHILD POLICY BUT NO

LONGER IMPLEMENTS. MAYBE THEY FIGURE THEY'LL GET RID OF EVERYONE ELSE. THIS IS ALL ABOUT OVER POPULATION & THE

DAMAGE IT'S DOING TO THE PLANET & NOTHING ELSE.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Six feet.  Dead people can own six feet, but no. Not when everybody is cremated.... Coming soon too a neighborhood near you..
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know where the WEF video of what is going on in China right now - they've surpassed us so far that the video was mind

blowing to me - I think he said they don't even use currency anymore, I think it showed the inside of Amazon being run by bots - no

people - ... and man explaining everything says, "Won't it be nice not to work anymore?" -- I can't Nnd that video but I want it so bad!

Isn't this the stuff of Sci Fi?  I'm so certain 1984 was written off the same weird time frame where he could see exactly where we are

headed.  Authors in here - can you just write the most prophetic book off of the direction you see us going right now?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/1/2021 5:36:01 AM
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